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ABSTRACT  
 
 

This thesis explores the work of photographers: Alice Austen, Alfred Stieglitz, and Berenice 

Abbott in relation to the American landscape of New York from approximately 1880 through 

1940. Although the artwork of Georgia O’Keeffe is not addressed specifically, her role as an 

artist communicating her modern self image through Stieglitz’s photography is one area of focus 

in the second chapter. Previous scholarship has drawn parallels between women artists and 

photographers solely in terms related to their gender identity. In contrast, my project identifies a 

common theoretical thread that links the work of these artists: namely, that photography allowed 

professional women of this time to react and rise above the constrictions of gender expectations, 

and moreover, how their own attitudes based in feminist sensibility enabled them to fashion and 

broadcast bold, liberated self-images. Inspired by the radical transformations of women’s social 

roles in the United States, each artist produced photographs that represented the evolving role of 

women in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Using visual analysis and historical 

context associated with the “New Woman” movement, I argue that each artist discussed in this 

thesis not only challenges the domestic sphere conventionally assigned to women photographers, 

but also makes new strides by engaging in work that allows for them to autonomously travel 

within their own territories or new expansive locations. This thesis gives fresh insight as to how 

photography provided novel opportunities for elevating women’s place in society, as well as in 

the artistic realm. Overall, photography was an important tool for each artist as these three 

women act as agents of change by demonstrating a control of womanhood while the role of a 

female was beginning to become less constrained by the domestic and social norms of society. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Women have been involved with photography since it was first introduced in the early nineteenth 

century, but until approximately 1970, their work did not receive due consideration. If women 

have fared comparatively well within the photographic realm, why do they tend to be 

overlooked? The position of women photographers within the canon brings to light the 

provocative question originally asked by Linda Nochlin, “why have there been no great women 

artists?”1 Nochlin’s 1971 analysis posited a methodological approach for the study of 

women’s art. Her essay proposes that instead of retrospectively inflating the reputations of 

overlooked female artists, the feminist art historian should pick apart, analyze, and question 

the social and institutional structures that fortify the art world and art history itself. Following 

Nochlin’s guidelines, this thesis deconstructs the role of gender in the history of  photography in 

correspondence to the radical expansion and acceptance of female artistry within the 

photographic field.2 To further consider the queries Nochlin proposes in terms of these specific 

artists, I explore what “social forces” shaped the conditions in which these women were 

working?3 

                                                
1Linda Nochlin, “Why have there been no great women artists?” Women, Art, and Power and 

Other Essays (New York: Harper&Row, 1988), 145. 

2Nochlin, “Why have there been no great women artists?”, 158. 

3Nochlin, “Why have there been no great women artists?”, 158. 
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 Analyzing the photographic output of Alice Austen, Alfred Stieglitz, and Berenice 

Abbott within the period of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries clarifies common 

threads throughout their artwork. More narrowly, the second chapter explores O’Keeffe as an 

“artist” of Stieglitz’s own photographs. This chapter aims to clarify why Stieglitz’s works should 

be recognized as a collaborative effort between himself and Georgia O’Keeffe. On a stylistic 

level, these photographers could not be more different: Austen was dedicated to photojournalism 

throughout much of her career, inspired by her home and cohort, while Abbott photographed 

with an explanatory vision, with pictures of every part of New York city in a modern setting. 

Stieglitz, aimed to change the manner of photography for what it was, he captured realism with 

the over encompassing passion for the medium and New York, itself. His relationship with 

O’Keeffe not only effected his personal motivations, but also his artistic endeavors as he spent 

several years of his career focused on portraits of her. Nonetheless all three photographers 

provided novel opportunities for elevating women’s place in society, as well as in the artistic 

realm. While photography provided them an artistic path, it was also an artistic medium that was 

a bit more open to women professionals because of its broader commercial applications. Overall, 

photography was an important tool for each of these artists (including O’Keeffe) to act as agents 

of change at a time when women were beginning to be given more freedom. 

 Jane Gover’s The Positive Image: Women Photographers in Turn of the Century America 

points out that after the acceptance of women photographers in society, they still were often 

expected to represent the private sphere rather than the public.4 Scholars have tended to discuss 

                                                
4Jane C. Gover, The Positive Image: Women Photographers in Turn-of-the-Century America, 

(Albany, SUNY Press, 1988), 31. 
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their work in biographical or gendered terms, but this does them a disservice. The integration of 

a male photographer, whose photography was indirectly used by a woman to define herself and 

her career, will challenge the current research by observing the existence of men and women 

photographers together at this time.  

The first chapter builds upon previous research to examine the photographer, Alice 

Austen. During her life, she created a significant body of work, creating portraits primarily of 

family, friends, and the social milieu of her community in Staten Island, New York, as well as 

homes, landscapes, sea views, and street scenes.5 A vibrant photographer, Austen was also active 

in defining the emerging social role of the liberated “New Woman.” Austen dismissed the typical 

feminine domestic expectations by stepping out of the private realm of her own home and 

participating in public and dynamic activities, such as athletics. Scholar Ann Novotny describes 

Austen’s extraordinary athleticism, “The game of lawn tennis was the sport she enjoyed the most 

and her camera was as much a companion as her racquet.” 6 A discussion of Austen as a “New 

Woman” is a segment of her adulthood I thoroughly address in this chapter through an analysis 

of Austen as a New Woman herself. While Austen was not a mother or involved in the suffrage 

movement, she pushed herself away from the domestic setting and into the artistic world with a 

new platform of technology, photography.  

                                                
5Ann Novotny, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice 

Austen, 1866-1952 (Old Greenwich: Chatham Press, 1976), 63.  

6Novotny, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice Austen, 

1866-1952, 63. 
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Austen used self-portraiture as a platform for performing and broadcasting her rebellious 

inner spirit at a time when it was just becoming socially acceptable for such positions to be 

expressed publicly. Her artistic methods and photographs help clarify the advantages that drew 

other women to the field of photography at this time. Even though Austen started her career with 

pictures of immediate friends and family members, she expanded her scope, advocating for her 

ability to travel nationally and internationally, in addition to creating a photojournalistic 

experience of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.7 Overall, Austen embraced a public 

stage rather than a private artistic territory, completely dismissing the expectations of remaining 

within the domestic sphere. Photography became a bridge for Austen to move out into public 

life. Austen’s photographs demonstrate how she absorbed and transcended the New Women 

sensibilities of the time. This occurred not only in small ways, such as her commitment to an 

active lifestyle and dismissal of Victorian fashion conventions, but also, through Austen’s 

photographic methods, the way in which she captured the people and places of her world as they 

actually appeared, giving us, her viewers, a visual window onto the social world of the United 

States at the turn of the twentieth century.  

In chapter two, I examine Alfred Stieglitz’s portrait series of Georgia O’Keeffe, which 

lasted over two decades and comprised almost three hundred portraits. This long-term project 

demonstrated his interest in portraiture and widened his original photographic scope of 

cityscapes and outdoor scenes. Instead of focusing on their love affair, a topic that has been 

amply scrutinized, this chapter discusses O’Keeffe’s ability to act as an agent of revolution. Over 

                                                
7Rosenblum, A History of Women Photographers, 109.  
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twenty years, Stieglitz compiled a variety of portraits of his wife: nude, clothed, performing 

everyday activities, posing dramatically in front of her own paintings, as well as detailed views 

of her neck, hands, breasts, and feet. Within this series, he did not necessarily romanticize her 

nudity but rather exposed the images which acted as a product of their artistic collaboration.8  

As Stieglitz was behind the camera, O’Keeffe exposed her many sides as they shone 

through each portrait. Although O’Keeffe later rejected the feminist label, she thought of herself 

in terms as an equal to Stieglitz. Just as Alice Austen went against the grain of a typical woman 

in the late nineteenth century, Stieglitz too broke with conventions, by expanding the modernist 

sense of what photography was. Overall, the individual images in Stieglitz’s series are distinct 

from one another, but also represent persistent themes: including, the New York environment, as 

well as her different sides, namely: wife, woman, and artist. In addition to employing? O’Keeffe 

as a muse, current research has also strengthened the argument for her as an active participant in 

the conceptualization of the series. Wanda Corn, Jonathan Weinberg, and Anne Wagner have 

successfully contributed to the research at hand by intertwining themes of O’Keeffe’s 

independence throughout their work. Even though each author has narrowed down on specific 

aspects of O’Keeffe and Stieglitz’s life, the underlying themes have been similar, including 

O’Keeffe’s ability to maintain her aura throughout any photograph. The chapter heavily focuses 

on his photographs which concentrate not just on O’Keeffe, but places her within a context of 

many photographs paralleling her changing role as an artist in society. 

                                                
8Orvell, American Photography, 91. 
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 Berenice Abbott, a Southern-born photographer, worked during a transitional time in the 

early twentieth century. Concerned predominantly with documenting social transformation, she 

was not necessarily looking to kindle social change, but rather to capture it in her distinctive, 

hard-edged formal style.9 Abbott’s most expansive project was her set of shots taken throughout 

New York City at the beginning of the twentieth century, Changing New York. Her photographs 

were captured using a geometrical and straightforward style as she aimed to capture and explain 

her work paired with side by side text. Similar to Austen and O’Keeffe, Abbott was well-

cultured and well-traveled; she spent eight years in Paris studying the work of Eugene Atget and 

serving as an assistant to the surrealist artist, Man Ray.10 Curious about the transforming urban 

fabric and rapid changes occurring in New York’s metropolitan topography, Abbott carried out 

an ambitious plan of photographing the city, a project that resulted in her book, Changing New 

York, published in 1939. When a New Deal project official first saw Abbott’s pictures, he 

warned her to be cautious as she made her way through the streets of Manhattan and dangerous 

neighborhoods. Abbott replied with a no-nonsense remark, “I’m not a nice girl, I’m a 

photographer.”11 Abbott’s method of photography often circles around formalist strategies and is 

clearly influenced by modernist formalism. Abbott’s New York City photographs, in addition to 

                                                
9Orvell, American Photography, 106. 

10Avis Berman, “The Unflinching Eye of Berenice Abbott” Artnews, 80 (January 1981): 88.  

11Melissa A. McEuen, "Modernism Ascendant: Berenice Abbott’s Perception of the Evolving  

Cityscape" (In Seeing America: Women Photographers between the Wars, University Press of 

Kentucky, 2000): 252.  
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her other portraits advocate for her straightforward techniques and her fearless attitude as she 

made her way through the city.12 Abbott’s brashness is one that defines her feminist attitude 

towards her work and her ability to be an artist during the starkly visible class differences and a 

national consumer economy of the Great Depression.13 

Abbott’s photographs of the city take on the adventurous spirit of a documentary 

photographer by utilizing the urban spaces of New York which contribute to her ability to seize 

realism within the city. Abbott takes control of the city to use as her platform to demonstrate her 

own artistic abilities as a woman photographer. In addition to her consumption of the city as 

photographic material, Abbott established her own claim to fame by developing her own style 

that would set her apart from her American contemporaries. Her ruthless determination and 

stubborn independence often stunned the men of her time.14 Abbott demonstrates a change 

within photography by outmatching the doubtful male contributors of twentieth century with her 

independent photo work based in straightforward, documentary techniques.15  

 As modern artists, Austen, O’Keeffe, and Abbott take on the task of artistically 

representing the modern woman. Each artist engages in committed observation of the 

                                                
12Bonnie Yochelson, Berenice Abbott: Changing New York. (New York: The New Press, 1997), 

31. 

13Hank O’Neal, Berenice Abbott: American Photographer (New York: McGraw-Hill, Artpress, 

1982), 54.  

14Orvell, American Photography, 107.  

15Yochelson, Berenice Abbott: Changing New York, 31. 
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photographic medium, their presence in the history of art challenged the gendered narratives that 

historically ostracized the female presence. Stieglitz particularly surpassed the traditions of the 

early twentieth century, in addition to reworking O’Keeffe not only as a muse, but also as an 

active participant for his Georgia O’Keeffe series. As the thesis works chronologically, each 

chapter concentrates not just on the central artist, but also places these women within a larger 

historical and cultural context regarding their changing roles in society. The technological 

advancements on the national level will also contribute to this thesis as it will successfully pick 

apart, analyze, and question the three women photographers at hand and rightfully so showcase 

why photography was a vocation and a personal platform for these women at a time. Today, their 

powerful, dynamic, and personal works have staked claim in the lineage of great American 

artists who encapsulate the spirit the modern city of New York.  
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CHAPTER 2 

ALICE AUSTEN: A NEW WOMAN WITH AN ARTISTIC SENSIBILITY 

 

Alice Austen’s photographic oeuvre is full of social subjects: friends on bicycles riding alongside 

of one another, immigrants making their way through the crowded New York City streets, 

meticulously documented national and international expeditions, and rebellious self-portraits 

showcasing her brash personality. More importantly, Austen’s photographs testify to the life she 

was living during the late nineteenth century. Her extensive series of shots accurately capture her 

lifestyle by providing both intimate and social details of her personal agenda. This chapter 

addresses Alice Austen’s feminist sensibilities, which enabled her to work outside the confines 

of a studio, as well as external factors such as sexuality and race that shaped the political 

conditions in which she was living. Analyzing her photographic output within the timeline of her 

biography which illuminates common threads throughout her work and her life, my chapter 

examines a variety of themes in her work, focusing especially on her self-portraits and 

photographs of Manhattan and her own home of Staten Island, as examples of female rebellion 

that directly correspond with her feminist sensibilities. 

In addition to being a vibrant photographer, Austen was also active in the sports and 

behaviors that aligned her with the emerging social role of the liberated “New Woman.” Austen 

largely dismissed the typical domestic expectations of a woman by stepping out of the private 

realm of her own home and participating in public and dynamic activities, such as athletics. A 

more in-depth discussion of Austen as a “New Woman” is a segment of her adulthood I will to 

address later in this chapter. While her photographs encompass her social milieu, they also give  

9 



	

	
 

 

insight into the atmosphere of industrialized New York and, more specifically, Staten Island, 

during a period of drastic change. Not only was the city’s population rapidly changing due to an 

influx of European immigrants awaiting new lives in America, but the technological 

advancements of the region contribute to Austen’s life as it rightfully showcases why 

photography was a vocation and a personal platform for her at this time. Though many of her 

photographs have survived at the Staten Island Historical Society, the research on Austen is 

sparse. Ann Novotny’s, Alice’s World-The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice 

Austen, 1866-1952, which was published in 1976, acts as a significant text for this chapter, with 

the addition of other supplementary writings which serve as secondary source material to 

Austen’s: sexuality, home on Staten Island, and race.16  

Novotny’s book, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, 

Alice Austen, 1866-1952 is one of the only texts addressing Austen herself. Novotny’s book 

provides a comprehensive set of pictures, as well as information that was gathered from first-

hand interviews with Austen. Although Novotny describes her firsthand encounters with her, as 

well as her intimate interactions and conversations, she breezes over close-knit friendships with 

her family, as well as her sexuality. Austen’s eccentricities defined her lifestyle as well as her 

oeuvre. She can be praised for her willingness to capture a variety of people and places. Her flair 

was quite unusual for the early twentieth century as she was one of the first women willing to 

                                                
16Ann Novotny, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice 

Austen, 1866-1952 (Old Greenwich: Chatham Press, 1976), 63. 
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take on a journalistic style. As her life was far from the norm, without children or financial 

concern, her pictures are more than just stunning, but curious for a woman during this time.  

Alice Austen, was born in 1866 and lived most of her life on Staten Island, New York. 

Her father, Edward Stopford Munn, deserted the family during her early childhood years; 

causing her mother to return to her maiden name, Austen, for herself and her daughter.17 After 

her father’s abandonment, Austen and her mother returned to her grandparents’ house, a family 

farm named “Clear Comfort,” which she inherited in 1917.18 Austen grew up with financial 

security, attended “Miss Errington’s School for Young Ladies,” and spent more than twenty 

summers abroad, often with her lifelong companion and lover, Gertrude Tate.19 This financial 

security and freedom to travel provided Austen with a safety net throughout her productive 

artistic career and the ability to pursue her own agenda. She and Tate began their fifty-three-year 

relationship in 1899, but did not live together until 1917, when Austen took over responsibility 

of Clear Comfort and asked Tate to manage the kitchen.20 Though Novotny discusses only 

                                                
17Novotny, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice Austen, 

1866-1952, 17. 

18Novotny, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice Austen, 

1866-1952, 17. 

19Novotny, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice Austen, 

1866-1952, 18.  

20Novotny, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice Austen, 

1866-1952, 16. 
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superficially the details of Austen and Tate’s relationship, she does not highlight their intimate 

side, a segment of Austen’s life that holds great importance to her feminist and rebellious nature.  

A discussion of Alice Austen as an artist, but also as a woman during this time must be 

addressed with a discussion of the New Woman. Whitney Chadwick’s Women, Art, and Society 

explains this new social role as women who asserted themselves beyond conventional domestic 

obligations, such as motherhood, and instead explored serious and often active pastimes or 

professional careers.21 Charlotte Rich addresses the concept of the New Woman in her book 

Transcending the New Woman: Multiethnic Narratives in the Progressive Era. According to 

Rich, the concept of the New Woman flourished from the 1890s through the 1910s, a period in 

which Austen was actively photographing.22 Rich states, “Assertive and outspoken, the New 

Woman championed women’s rights to political selfhood through the vote, to economic 

autonomy, and to prioritize intellectual or artistic aspirations over domestic concerns –which 

earned her both scorn and praise in the popular press.”23 As previously stated, Austen rarely 

published her photography for her own practice, in turn, her actions as a New Woman were not 

necessarily in order to receive attention, but rather to document her progressive actions. Rich 

continues, “The New Woman was frequently depicted as physically active and thus an advocate 

                                                
21Whitney Chadwick, Women, Art, and Society (London: Thames & Hudson, 2012), 32.  

22Charlotte J. Rich, Transcending the New Woman: Multiethnic Narratives in the Progressive 

Era (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2009), 1. 

23Rich, Transcending the New Woman: Multiethnic Narratives in the Progressive Era, 12.  
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of ‘rational dress’.”24 The rational dress Rich speaks of directly correlates with the dress worn by 

Austen in most of her self-portraits.  

While women in the Victorian era are viewed today as repressed, women such as Susan 

B. Anthony or Frances Benjamin Johnston serve to counter this misconception. Anthony, an 

exceptionally was a well-known writer and lecturer, who placed an emphasis on education in 

relation to that of women at the time. Additionally, Anthony took the path less traveled by acting 

outside of the gender norms set during her time facing the rare challenge of becoming a New 

Woman. Not only did Anthony rise against the constraints placed on women in society during 

this time, but actively fought for women’s right to vote in addition to presenting her views of 

abolition in America. Similar to Austen, Frances Benjamin Johnston also emulated the New 

Woman in society. Johnston, born in West Virginia in 1864, was a photographer and 

photojournalist whose career lasted for almost fifty years. Johnston was not necessarily profound 

due to what she was photographing, but she was radical in the fluidity of subject matter 

throughout her career. According to Susan Waller, while some saw Johnston as an inappropriate 

woman figure for this time period, Johnston promoted herself as a new type of woman who was 

not only allowed to engage in the same leisurely activities as men, but created a new type of life 

which discarded the previous set of boundaries for women in society.  

Another New Women of the time, Susan B. Anthony, is historically well-known for 

social reformation and her activism for women’s rights. Even though she made strides for 

women, she was often criticized for her attempt to destroy the classic institution of marriage, but 

                                                
24Rich, Transcending the New Woman: Multiethnic Narratives in the Progressive Era, 8. 
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Austen broke the typical New Woman mold by not necessarily being concerned with marriage or 

children. Austen broke the pattern of a typical New Woman by finding sports and travel to her 

utmost interest. As a child, Austen was often scolded for prioritizing her tennis lessons over her  

studies as her family expected her to be a well-educated young lady. Although Johnston too was  

a photographer, Austen removed any expectations around photography by not necessarily always 

using the technique for photojournalistic purposes, but rather for her own pleasures, as well.  

 Helen Langa’s comprehensive article, “Seeing Queerly: Looking for Lesbian Presence 

and Absence in United States Visual Art, 1890 to 1950” briefly addresses the work of Austen. 

Langa’s research concludes that Austen’s photographic career was never “financially 

professional.” Although the assessment may sound negative, Langa explains that Austen was not 

preoccupied with publishing her work for money. Overall, Austen’s family finances allowed her 

to be unconcerned with money or establishing her own career. Austen’s income did not match 

some of her colleagues, but she saw the world with a clear eye. Her comprehensive work does 

not reflect that of a novice, but rather a journalist as she aimed to capture all aspects of her life.25 

Supporting Langa’s view, Novotny also states that Austen’s work was rarely published. Her 

photographic career then was not driven by a need for money, but rather by her own artistic 

aspirations. By age eighteen she was a serious photographer with professional standards, and 

over the course of her long life she created a significant body of work, creating portraits 

primarily of family, friends, social milieu of her community, as well as homes, landscapes, sea 

                                                
25Helen Langa, “Seeing Queerly: Looking for Lesbian Presence and Absence in United States 

Visual Art, 1890 to 1950,” Journal of Lesbian Studies 14, no. 10 (2010): 124.  
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views, and street scenes. While Austen had a knack for physical sports, her financial status 

allowed for her to be introduced to other pastimes, such as photography. Austen’s family wealth 

endorsed for her exposure to a plethora of opportunities, both educational and worldly. Even 

though her travels to Europe were fleeting, Austen’s financial freedom allowed her to be an 

artist. 

Novotny’s biographical research can help one trace her own self-depictions throughout 

her career, both serious and playful. For example, an untitled portrait taken by her uncle, captain 

Oswald Müller in June 1888, demonstrates Austen’s dress in her youth (Figure 1). According to 

Regina Benedict, who directly connects to the Alice Austen House itself, Müller was a Danish 

sea captain who likely first introduced Austen to photography.26 Müller brought home Austen a 

camera as a sea voyage gift when she was thought to be just ten years old. Benedict concludes 

that this camera, long since lost, may have been a dry plate camera of British manufacture, 

possibly purchased by her uncle during one of the regular round-the-world voyages of the clipper 

ship he commanded.27 Although in this photograph Austen looks relatively poised, Austen was 

often rebellious nature throughout the course of her younger years. Novotny describes unruly 

behavior during Austen’s youth with her constantly being late, or even skipping supper because 

                                                
26Hugh Humphreys and Regina Benedict, “The Friends of Alice Austen: With a Portfolio of  

Historic Photographs” (Infinity 16 July 1967). 

27Novotny, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice Austen, 

1866-1952, 41. 
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of her tennis lessons.28 Novotny continues to describe Austen’s rebellious nature as she often 

would roam around outdoors rather than keeping to herself inside similarly to other young 

women at her age.29 Even though she partook in some unruly behaviors, Austen shared close-knit 

relationships with her family members, including her Uncle. While describing Austen’s younger 

years and family, Novotny concludes that by being the only child in a wealthy family, Austen 

was provided with not only financial support, but endless amounts of attention from all of her 

family members.30 Captain Müller’s gift reflects the privileged environment Austen grew up in, 

which was sophisticated and filled with a variety of educational opportunities.  

In her portrait Austen stands tall in her in Sunday best - a smart overskirt, and a hat 

decorated with white lilacs accessorized with a parasol and a silver change purse (Figure 1). Not 

only do we see the artist as a young woman, but also in a role that reflects her family’s wealth. 

She emulates the fashion sense of a wealthy late-nineteenth woman, wearing a garment 

decorated with feminine lilacs, with additional female garments, namely, her purse.  

This buttoned up feminine–side and more serious facial expression, noted by an almost 

furrowed brow and straight facial expression acts as the complete contrast between her wide 
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29Novotny, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice Austen, 

1866-1952, 41.  

30Novotny, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice Austen, 
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smile in Dressed up as Men (Figure 2). In contrast to her well-to-do flair, Dressed up as Men 

captured on October 15, 1891 acts as Austen’s self-portrait alongside two friends that are 

playfully cross-dressed sporting artificial mustaches. Austen herself, stands to the left along Julia 

Martin and Julia Bredt, who are also in a masculine garb (Figure 2).31 This photograph is an 

example the intersecting themes of queerness and feminism in her artistic oeuvre. The figure on 

the left hand slouches back, a wide grin on her face, holding a cigarette, exposing her habit. 

Austen, with a wide grin on her face, leans back into the chair, gripping her loafer, completely 

taking on the physical attributes of a man. Differently than the other figures, the figure on the 

right takes on a more serious expression rather than a playful one. While the attire raises 

questions of Austen’s sexuality as her dress is not that of the typical heteronormative woman, the 

photograph also evokes a sense of power that women would start to be able to gain at the turn of 

the century beginning in 1890. During the Progressive Era, which will be addressed further in 

this chapter, Dressed up as Men not only suggests a sense of rebelliousness, but also the 

masculine privileges that were beginning to be available to women, such as the fluidity in 

fashion (Figure 2).32 As New Women began to take on a distinctive mindset, their outward 

appearance often allowed them to be picked out of the crowd while other women at the time 

were still restricting themselves to the typical Victorian fashion. New Women were often 
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acknowledged in the public view as one who smoked, drank, or bared her ankles.33 In regard to 

the photograph at hand, Austen and Martin, enable a sense of rebellion, furthermore embracing 

the behaviors of the New Woman by smoking cigarettes.34 In addition to photographing herself 

and Martin with cigarettes in hand, Austen embodies the New Woman role more defiantly by not 

simply dismissing the typical dress of a woman, such as a corset, but completely dressing as a 

man, including garments such as ties, overcoats, ties, and handkerchiefs. Even though the 

photograph was staged with costumes only for the photograph, we are seeing this group of 

women making unconventional fashion choices, but the photograph captures New Women who 

are embracing a rebellious side and taking feminist steps into the twentieth century in order to 

show they were capable of carrying out a non-traditional lifestyle.  

Austen’s cross-dressing was not often represented in American visual culture at this time. 

While her photographs were not circulated at the time they were first made, Austen later 

explained to Novotny, “We did it just for fun. Maybe we were better-looking men than women,” 

is one that stays consistent throughout her photographs and career.35 The quote shows that she 

was not necessarily trying to cause an uproar in society, but rather cross-dress for her own 

                                                
33Chadwick, Women, Art, and Society, 7.  

34Even though I use the term queer to describe the women in the shot, I do acknowledge the term 

“queer” was not used within the nineteenth century, however with a twenty-first century lens, the 

term can accurately describe Austen today. 

35Novotny, Alice’s World – The Life and Photography of an American Original, Alice Austen, 
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documentary purposes. Austen not only brings her humorous attitude to the table with her 

playful shots, such as Dressed Up as Men, but other shots that also deal with the concepts of 

being a New Woman (Figure 2).  

With the New Woman era, women were now not necessarily interested in the classic 

Victorian dress, but rather the idea of comfort. Stifling dresses and corsets were unnecessary as 

new athletic or more leisurely clothes were starting to be presented. Overall, this picture 

addresses issues of role reversal and the construction of gender through attire. The loose fitted 

clothing represents an act as freedom as the women dressed here not only free themselves from 

the constraints of society, but additionally the constraints of Victorian clothing. This photograph 

dismisses any sense of typical female garments, but takes a step further by engaging in the act of 

embracing a masculine side, even including false facial hair. While the photograph is playful, the 

message is somewhat serious, Austen and her two female friends are taking on the masculine 

garb rebelliously. The year this photograph was captured heightens the discussion of female 

attire and the New Woman.  

 Austen included outward physical attributes of a New Woman in a variety of her shots. 

Austen’s photograph, Party on the Steps of the Wagonette (Figure 3), goes hand in hand with the 

waggish Dressed up as Men (Figure 2). Taken the same year as Dressed up as Men, Party on the 

Steps of the Wagonette turns a group of four young ladies: Violet and Carrie Ward, Miss Jenkins, 

and Trude Eccleson into a group “drinking” women (Figure 3).36 Novotny describes the shot, 
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“Away from the eyes of coachmen and parents, the behavior of proper young ladies could 

degenerate into ‘high jinks.’ Alice and friends pretend to be intoxicated on lemonade and ginger 

ale.”37 Similar to the way Austen and her friends are not smoking real cigarettes in Dressed up as 

Men, Austen rebelliously stages the women within the picture to be drinking alcohol, another 

staple factor of a New Woman in her shot Party on the Steps of the Wagonette.38 Novotny 

describes this photograph as illustrating Austen’s “subtle sense of humor, visible in the mischief 

shining in her eyes in the surviving photographs, which tempted her to make fun of unsuspecting 

victims and play practical jokes.”39 Though these two photographs are taken in good fun, 

according to Austen, the stubborn message is more than just a joke. As previously stated, New 

Women were often acknowledged in the public view as one who smoked, drank, or bared her 

ankles.40 Although New Women were often thought to be rebellious in nature, they were also 

often acknowledged by men as impolite by engaging in activities that were not suitable for 

women, especially mothers.41 As Austen and friends pretend to be intoxicated from the bottles, 

this photograph also shows women in an impolite manner. Both images act as a visual metaphor 

to a broader theme of support for women within each other during this time. This chapter 
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describes this rebellion throughout Austen’s career within a wide range of photographs, her 

promotion of the New Women in society stays consistent and visible within her actions and own 

self-portraits. While her portraits of close friends within her cohort are different than her later 

works, a persistent theme of depicting women as rebels stays consistent and stays true to her 

belief system as a woman with a self-governing agenda. 

Throughout her travels in New York, Austen often had to lug around equipment that 

weighed up to sixty pounds in order to capture her shots in the manner she wanted them 

produced.42 Being a self-determined woman, Austen’s camera equipment is not the only item she 

carried with dignity. Her 1896 self-portrait, Carrying the Bicycle, constructs herself in a 

rebellious light (Figure 4). Here, Austen’s self-portrait is not showing Austen mounted on her 

bicycle, but carrying it on her shoulder, similar to the way she would carry her own camera 

equipment across Manhattan. To begin to unpack this portrait, Austen is making direct eye 

contact with the viewer, asserting her choice to be shown in this fashion. Similar to the pictures 

previously discussed, she continues to make direct eye contact with the camera. Lily Braun, a 

feminist writer and politician of the Social Democratic Party, touches on the topic of New 

Womanhood and the sport of bicycling. In Braun’s definition of the New Woman, Austen can 

obviously be observed as a cyclist, and as pictured with her bicycle, she is subtly taking the 

sensibility of the New Woman a step further. Here, Austen is not only pictured behind or upon 

the wheel, but underneath it, she is showing she has the strength to not just ride a bicycle, but 
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also to carry the weight and responsibility of this locomotive way of transportation (Figure 4). 

This photograph displays Austen as a “New Woman” with her bicycle and non-traditional dress, 

but also boisterously demonstrates Austen’s power as a rebellious New Woman, being able to 

handle the weight of her bicycle, in addition to the weight of her responsibility as a feminist in 

society during the late nineteenth century. The verb “carrying” can support this claim as the title 

is not labeled “pictured with” or an adjective. The verbal quality of the title can point towards 

Austen’s ability to take action, as both a woman, but as a photographer.  

 The sport of bicycling quickly became a national fad in the late nineteenth century. 

Austen shared the enthusiasm of her good friend Violet Ward who wrote a book, Bicycling for 

Ladies that was published in 1896. According to Naomi Rosenblum, the promotion of bicycling 

as a sport for women also helped propel them into photography by allowing women 

photographers to leave their studio and engage in the art outside.43 Austen was not the only 

photographer interested in the idea of capturing the sport Rosenblum states, “Photographic 

journals flaunted the varying delights a woman would encounter while cycling, namely a 

pleasant social life and the comfort of the new garments being designed for active women.44” In 

addition to Rosenblum, Braun adds, “The woman, before, behind, and upon the wheel is a group 

of women that can be denoted as fashionable female cyclists. This group of women act as a 
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culmination of an imagined social evolution of the modern woman.”45 Austen read the work of 

Ward, then followed these publications by capturing photographs of herself as a New Woman, 

ultimately publishing the photographs as illustrations for Ward’s book. These were among the 

few photographs Austen ever had commercially published.46 Many of Austen’s photographs 

depict the enthusiastic Ward in the center of the photograph, alongside a coed cohort of other 

bicyclists.47  

The bicycle acted as a symbol of social agency in addition to the ability of travel. 

Bicycling allowed Austen to gain social involvement on Staten Island, as she was often biking 

with others. Overall, the bicycle within Austen’s work is a symbol of athleticism and one of 

change. The photographs at hand display Austen stepping out of the domestic setting and 

interested in sports, but additionally, engaging in a physical activity that allowed her to travel 

around the island by herself. This physical culture of the sport allowed for women to disregard 

the typical stereotypes of women.48  

                                                
45David Ehrenpreis, "Cyclists and Amazons: Representing the New Woman in Wilhelmine 
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 Generally, Austen was a tireless traveler. She spent more than twenty summers abroad in 

Europe with her companion Gertrude Tate, this experience was instrumental in shaping her 

artistic career.49 Everywhere Austen went she took her photographic equipment with her, 

sometimes filling a steamer trunk with equipment including cameras of different sizes, a tripod, 

magnesium flash attachment, and glass plates as big as eight by ten inches.50 During the 1880s 

and 90s, she carried her equipment around the unpaved roads of Staten Island in a horse-drawn 

buggy, and would frequented multiple areas, including: Midland Beach, South Beach, to winter 

skating parties on the Island's frozen ponds and creeks and private parties at the homes of 

friends.51 Her ability to travel autonomously throughout places such as Quebec or Ohio, or with 

Gertrude Tate in Europe, was made possible by the wealth of her family, but her desire to travel 

ultimately stemmed from her eagerness to meticulously document her places and objects of 

interest. This innovative yearning to expand her horizons dismisses the boundaries not often 

crossed by most women at the time. The following two photographs, 1895 Hester Street, Egg 

Stand Group and World's Fair, provide a different photographic approach than previously 
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discussed (Figs. 5 & 6). These photographs project Austen’s interest in the act of traveling itself, 

as well as her ability to capture a variety of settings with a documentary and artistic flair.  

Beginning in 1890, Austen’s work gradually shifted from more leisurely themes to the 

working class. She began traveling to Manhattan frequently to photograph themes of working 

people and immigrants of varying ethnic backgrounds. Austen’s unfamiliar photojournalistic 

career is one that circles around her feminist edge. Through the work of Novotny and other 

sources, this chapter explores Austen’s career and photographic work through a feminist lens.  

Austen’s lifespan as a young woman was defined by the change of women in America, 

but the physical setting around her was also changing. Naomi Rosenblum writes, “Staten Island 

was a peacefully rural place that could be easily defined by the class of the people who resided 

there. Staten Island was where the well-to-do and very rich enjoyed a fashionable social life at 

private clubs and houses staffed by servants.”52 Even though Staten Island was attractive for city-

residing New Yorkers, the industrial aspects of the early twentieth century began to allow for 

more individuals to cross the harbor, including Austen herself. As the pleasures of nineteenth-

century Staten Island are often illuminated in Austen’s shots, she longed to compile a set of 

photographs that could be labeled as “street types” which could only be found in the 

industrialized streets of Manhattan.53 While Austen was capturing the streets of Manhattan the 

city was overwhelmed with drastic changes. According to the research of historian David 
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Maldwyn Ellis, the period from 1860 to 1914 saw a tremendous increase in population, most of it 

concentrated in urban centers. From 1860 to 1890, the U.S. population grew from approximately 

3.9 million to about 6 million. Twenty years later, it again expanded by a third to 9.1 million.54 

The influx of immigrants coming from Europe was sizeable. Ellis concludes that the Irish and 

Germans each accounted for approximately a third of the immigrants between 1860 and 1890, 

with the British trailing well behind.55 The census of 1890 listed about 100,000 Slavs and 64,000 

Italians, harbingers of the massive influx of these groups during the next two and a half 

decades.56 As a rebellious young woman and documentary photographer, Austen did not wait to 

hear about the crowds from other sources, but she went to capture and immerse herself within the 

changing city. Even though the streets were flooded with all different types of New York 

inhabitants and immigrants, Austen traveled into the city alone to capture documentary shots of 

the developing city. In addition to her independent travels, Austen remained as a single woman 

throughout her life without any children, she had no responsibility to care for a family and in 

turn, could travel freely as she pleased.57 Austen’s feminist sensibilities not only set her out to 

travel globally, but also capture interesting moments of history, as well as the picturesque people 

of the New York streets.  
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1895 Hester Street, Egg Stand Group demonstrates Austen’s sensibilities, and artistic 

interests as a photographer (Figure 5). These “street types” which she later had copyrighted at the 

Library of Congress often documented subjects, such as the Fulton Street Market, often consisted 

of the same overarching themes, consisting of the people of Manhattan and the communal spaces 

of the time.58 These “street types” exhibit Austen’s interest in the immigrants who were 

beginning to envelop the Lower East Side. According to Novotny, as Austen carried her camera 

through the streets of the Lower East Side, she often received brilliant smiles, curious stares, and 

impassive shrugs.59 Here, the subjects depicted, two women, most likely immigrants that would 

sell eggs or vegetables in the open air market. 1895 Hester Street, Egg Stand Group gives a clue 

to the location, and likely the item these women vendors were selling. More importantly 

however, the way the subjects are framed also sheds light on Austen’s willingness to capture 

hard-working immigrant women (Figure 5). First, the women in the picture are not necessarily 

captured to move the viewer to a sense of pity or outrage, the subjects do not look particularly 

poverty-stricken, instead Austen displays the woman on the left smiling radiantly at the camera, 

making direct eye contact with the viewer. As the woman on the left flashes the camera a smile, 

the pushcart vendor on the right is simply too busy to pay her much attention. With this 

photograph, Austen is bringing the viewer’s attention to this woman’s hard-working sensibility. 
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Even though the subject is tirelessly working, even in what seems to be like cold conditions with 

a scarf draped around her body, Austen is highlighting her positive facial expression. While the 

other worker besides her pays no mind, the subject still remains with a smile on her face.  Here, 

Austen’s subject matter seems to share her sense of human dignity and show respect for the way 

she approached her subjects. Additionally, this apparently spontaneous photograph reflects 

Austen’s photographic methods--the people and places of her world as she aimed to dignify the 

working women of the city streets. The photographs Austen constructed communicate to her 

viewers what interested her. While Austen can be defined as an upper-class lady of Staten Island, 

she aims to capture the working-class women of nineteenth century America.  

 As previously mentioned, Austen was well-traveled which allowed for her free-spirited 

tendencies to become apparent, particularly because there are so many travel pictures within her 

oeuvre.60 In the summer of 1893, Austen visited the World’s Columbian Exposition. Austen’s 

visit Chicago provided her with the ability to capture 150 gleaming buildings of the so-called 

“White City.” Austen’s World's Fair captured in the summer of 1893, Austen seizes the 

sculptures she spent over two weeks recording (Figure 6).61 In her World's Fair shot taken five 

years later in 1898 depicts not a fountain or sculpture that gleamed over the “White City,” but 

her subject matter is the attendees of World’s Colombian Exposition. Here, her main subjects, 
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the two women on the left-center of the shot emulate New Women. The women here, dressed in 

active gear, rather than restrictive Victorian fashion reflects the behavior and personal aesthetics 

Austen subscribed to as well. Not only are the New Women depicted in this photograph 

emulating the fashion sense of the New Women of the decade, but also are demonstrating the 

typical characteristics of the New Women, autonomous and competent (Figure 6).62 The women 

proudly demonstrate their boisterous hats and a thirst for knowledge. Austen carefully places the 

American flag in the distance, waving in glory to give a sense of how the times are changing in 

the country. Women, including Austen and the anonymous women depicted, are not only able to 

travel independently to the most renown occurrences throughout the nation, but women of this 

time are enabling their female sensibilities to want to learn more and take advantage of the less 

rigid environment they are now being presented with.63 In addition to being able to travel more 

frequently, women were now able to extend their duties as an individual in society. Women were 

increasingly becoming more interested in a variety of careers and educational opportunities, as 

well as active pastimes.  

Overall, one can understand the life Austen was enabled to have due to a variety of 

factors through her photographs, but non-art historical texts also provide fuller understanding of 

the larger historical context in which she was working and living. Austen was born in 1866, only 

one year after the end of the Civil War. The Civil War can serve as an important chronological 

and social marker for changes in women’s legal, political, and economic status. Though 
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Novotny’s research provides a variety of biographical information, both first and secondhand, it 

fails to mention to predominant issues that shaped the world in which Austen was working in, 

such as race and sexuality. Tiffany Wayne’s Women’s Roles in Nineteenth-Century America acts 

as an overview of the lives of American women, and helps illuminate social circumstances in the 

Northeast at the end of the nineteenth century.64 As Austen’s life can be observed based in 

rebellion, her friendships and extensive travels, as well as the basic fundamentals of her life 

should also be considered in order to view Austen’s photographic career in a well-rounded 

manner. Austen’s choice to remain unmarried allowed for her to travel endlessly, may it be 

across the harbor or across the ocean, without regard for anyone but herself. According to 

Wayne, “The nineteenth-century single woman by choice was most likely to be of the middle or 

upper class, white, and native-born, with some formal education.”65 Returning to Austen’s earlier 

years, Austen received a formal education from Miss Errington’s School for Young Ladies with 

the assistance of her wealthy family.66  

While Austen actively engaged in the lifestyle set by the standards of the traditional New 

Woman, Austen’s wealth allowed for her to do so. Rich argues that even though the movement 

was surrounded by optimistic discourse in this political era, the atmosphere also reflected upon 
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the ideologies that restricted opportunities for many women of color. Rich points out that during 

this time, “much progressive feminist discourse preached equality yet was exclusive, leaving 

little room for those outside of the white middle class to participate.”67 Austen’s lifestyle was 

financially enabled by the economic status of her family, but also her ability to engage in New 

Woman activities, such as traveling far distances. This type of attitude was empowered by her 

sense of Progressivism. For example, Novotny’s chapter, “Alice, Her Family and Friends” often 

points back to the economic status of her family and the fact that Austen was an only child, 

receiving privileges such as attending a boarding school or private tennis lessons.68 As one can 

gather the life she was living by her documentary shots, one must also acknowledge her ability to 

engage in certain acts, by acknowledging how she was able to exist in the political climate of the 

time. Even though feminism grew in additional waves and stages, Austen’s photographic career 

was driven by New Womanhood and first wave feminism.  

As political conditions allowed Austen to practice photography freely without being 

bound to a marriage or children, her sexuality was unfortunately suffocated. While uncovering 

the lesbian past is an obstacle that is still being researched, Lisa Duggan provides a brief 

overview in her Lesbianism and American History: A Brief Source Review. Within her text, 

Duggan explains that feminist historians have found evidence of lesbianism within white middle 
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class cohorts during the nineteenth century.69 Duggan also continues to explain that female 

women in the nineteenth century often labeled lesbian relationships as “romantic friendships” 

which often included a physical component, in often some cases, a lifelong relationship, but were 

not “lesbian” in the modern sense of the term.70 Although somewhat cryptic, the relationship 

between Austen and Tate is one that can fit within the realm of Duggan’s explanation. While 

research suggests Austen’s sexuality, Novotny’s scholarly approach never once labels their 

relationship romantic within her research, even though the information about Tate and Austen’s 

was most likely given to Novotny by Austen herself. Novotny claims, “She was a private person, 

with a quiet sense of dignity dictating that emotional vulnerabilities should be, whenever 

possible, hidden from all but the closest of friends.”71 While Austen steered away from the 

public eye, her relationship with Gertrude Tate was often captured in her photography.  

Throughout her artistic endeavors, Austen and Tate faced a variety of financial 

circumstances, but all and all, Austen carried out her photographic career and methods even in 

her old age. Austen’s untitled portrait with Gertrude Tate shows the lively Austen at the age of 

seventy-nine sitting beside her lifelong partner (Figure 7). Even though the photograph is 

accredited to Dr. Richard O. Cannon, Austen was often too frail to take the photographs herself, 
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but she was thought to still engage in the efforts of her later works.72 Although almost eighty, 

Austen is still pictured in the garden with her beloved camera and lover. Her face seems 

somewhat joyful, but unbothered, a small smile radiates off of Tate’s face while she rests her 

hand on the back of Austen’s chair. The photograph, although somewhat solemn compared to her 

other shots of the bustling streets of Manhattan, lively outdoor activities with friends, or her 

travels, here Austen places herself between the two aspects of her life of which she was the most 

passionate about, her artistic career.73  

 Alice Austen’s artistic methods and photographs helped capture the advantages of 

women photographers at this time. Even though Austen started her career with pictures of 

immediate friends and family members, she expanded her scope, advocating for her ability to 

travel nationally and internationally, in addition to creating a photojournalistic experience of the 

late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Overall, Austen embraced a photojournalistic 

approach, capturing photographs of the world around her rather than utilizing a more private 

artistic territory, a specific factoid of her New Womanhood. Austen expresses how she absorbed 

the New Women sensibilities of the time and transcended them throughout her work. Not only 

did she commit herself to an active lifestyle by engaging in the popular sports of the time, such 

as tennis or cycling, but dismisses the typical Victorian dress that once was required. The 
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photographic medium allowed Austen to conventionally correspond to the radical female artistry 

of the time. Austen a queer artist who goes against the grain of conventional gender roles for 

woman of her time, but she also captures women who emulate the same feminist sensibilities, 

such as immigrant and other women travelers, through her work. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A CLOSER LOOK AT GEORGIA O’KEEFFE: THE CAMERAWORK OF ALFRED 

STIEGLITZ 

 

Alfred Stieglitz, who is among the most renowned American photographers played a critical role 

as an artist and art world influencer at the beginning of the twentieth century. With the financial 

assistance of his wealthy first wife, Emmeline Obermeyer, a woman of financial means, in 

addition to the allowance from his father, Stieglitz was provided with a comfortable monetary 

mainstay.74 A similar story to that of Alice Austen and the financial support provided by her 

family, with the help of Obermeyer and his father, Stieglitz was presented with the opportunity 

to leave his run-of-the-mill position at the Photochrome Engraving Company in New York and 

pursue a full-time career in taking pictures.75 Within the first decade of the twentieth century, 

Stieglitz found his niche in the Pictorialist style. Stieglitz was determined to create a new 

aesthetic vocabulary for the medium, based in the celebration of the metropolitan scene.76 During 

the beginning of his career, Stieglitz was praised for his patience and persistence as he would 

take hours, even sometimes up to an entire day, just to capture a single moment. This Pictorialist 

concept was one that he would practice over and over until he managed to get the perfect shot, 
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regardless of uncontrollable conditions, such as the weather with Winter on Fifth Avenue (Figure 

10).  

To look back to Stieglitz’s first shots, one can see how admirable he found different 

European themes and works of art. Sarah Greenough’s Alfred Stieglitz: Photographs and 

Writings discusses his fascination with his European colleagues.77 He often concentrated on 

natural effects, such as snow and steam, to create qualities similar to those of the Impressionists. 

This incorporation of environmental special effects can be found in works such as Winter on 

Fifth Avenue (Figure 8).78 In comparison to Henri’s Street Scene with Snow (57th Street, NYC) 

(Figure 9), Stieglitz’s Winter on Fifth Avenue was meticulously created as the photographer 

anticipated the real-time movement on the street rather than just envisioning it within his studio 

(Figs. 8 and 9). The effects Stieglitz created with photography paralleled those of his European 

allies in the fine arts, such as Pablo Picasso.79 Stieglitz’s photographs of O’Keeffe represent a 

shift that would compare to his European avant-garde contemporaries.80 His somewhat 

scandalous, but also romantic productions of O’Keeffe not only paid tribute to the great subject 
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of Western art, the female nude, but also took on a disreputable production of photographs that 

could compare to the works of Matisse and Picasso.81 

As a whole, Stieglitz’s portraits of O’Keeffe after abandoning his pictorial project in 

1910. Pictorialism focused on capturing a single moment within one photograph or one particular 

shot, he manages to expand O’Keeffe’s personality within a series. He expands upon his 

previous work by acknowledging and changing his technique from a variety of smaller shots or 

being obsessed with a particular moment to expanding his project into multiple photographs into 

one series. In his portraits of O’Keeffe, he went beyond the single image and into the multiple 

images. Over twenty years, Stieglitz compiled a variety of O’Keeffe portraits: nude, clothed, 

performing everyday activities, posing dramatically in front of her own paintings, as well as 

detailed views of her neck, hands, breasts, and feet. While paying attention to other distinct 

details of her body, Stieglitz did not necessarily glamorize her nudity, but rather paid more 

attention to O’Keeffe’s intimate character.82  

This chapter aims to highlight the ways in which O’Keeffe acted as a collaborator with 

Stieglitz in these photographs rather than just his model. I will research and analyze the portrait 

series and how it acts as an artistic partnership between the two revolutionary artists. The portrait 

series captures the control Stieglitz had over her as she was just emerging as an artist and follows 

their relationship up until its end as she enjoyed her own considerable success as they parted 

ways. O’Keeffe often described the influence he had on her in her younger years, which sheds a 

light on how she not only grew as an artist, but also as a woman over time. Scholars such as 
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Wanda Corn, Johnathan Weinberg, and Anne Wagner have explored the idea of O’Keeffe as an 

“artist” of Stieglitz’s own photographs. I will establish the power dynamics in the relationship 

between Stieglitz and O’Keeffe by explaining as to how Stieglitz’s photography provided novel 

opportunities for elevating O’Keeffe’s place in not only his photographs but, in the artistic realm, 

as well.83 In a sense, I extend the research at hand while using visual analysis in combination to 

the historical context surrounding Stieglitz.  

  Just as Alice Austen went against the grain of a typical woman in the late nineteenth 

century, Stieglitz too broke with conventions, by acting as a tireless champion for the recognition 

of photography as a fine art form and succeeding in popularizing this idea. Dorothy Norman’s 

biographic research on Stieglitz touches upon his ground-breaking leadership roles, including: 

issuing Camera Work, a periodical modeled on fine art publications from 1903-1917, in addition 

to operating the “291” gallery on Fifth Avenue, just to name a few accomplishments.84 Stieglitz’s 

most discussed photographs, such as his 1907 The Steerage or his earlier 1893 Winter on Fifth 

Avenue, grasp the perfect moment of a snowy day or a bustling moment on a ship; however, this 

chapter focuses on photographs of his wife and artistic colleague, O’Keeffe (Figs. 9 & 10).  

 Stieglitz’s artistic career, both wide-ranging and productive, can be unpacked from a 

variety of angles, nonetheless this chapter specifically examines the striking set of photographs 
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of his second wife, O’Keeffe whom he began photographing in 1917 and continue doing so until  

the mid 1930s.85 

Stieglitz’s artistic career, both wide-ranging and productive, can be unpacked from a 

variety of angles, nonetheless this chapter specifically examines the striking set of photographs 

of his second wife, O’Keeffe whom he began photographing in 1917 and continue doing so until  

the mid 1930s.86 Instead of focusing on their love affair, a topic that has been amply scrutinized, 

this chapter discusses O’Keeffe’s ability to act as an agent of revolution and as a collaborator of 

his work, even though Stieglitz is labeled the photographer/artist of this portrait series.87 In 

addition to his European techniques, Stieglitz broke new ground by expanding beyond the single 

image and into the world of several images that constituted the photographic series.88 Stieglitz’s 

importance to the field of photography does not stem from his ability to formulate new 

photographic methods or technology, but rather his determination to view the photographic 

method from a variety of angles and processes.89 Over twenty years, Stieglitz compiled a variety 

of O’Keeffe portraits: nude, clothed, performing everyday activities, posing dramatically in front 

of her own paintings, as well as detailed views of her neck, hands, breasts, and feet.90 As  
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Stieglitz was behind the camera, O’Keeffe bared the many facets of her personality, specifically 

a wife, an artist, and a collaborative partner, as they shone through each portrait. Other 

researchers have raised questions about the intimate pictures, which open a door to Stieglitz’s 

exploration, or some to believe exploitation, of O’Keeffe as muse and subject matter.   

Barbara Lynes speaks to the beginning of their relationship that began in 1916. They first 

met after O’Keeffe’s friend from Columbia University, Anita Pollitzer, presented a number of 

O’Keeffe’s drawings to Alfred Stieglitz.91 At the time, Stieglitz was the owner of the 291 Gallery 

and a prominent face within the modern art scene. In addition to his savvy business side, Stieglitz 

was not only a photographer, but a champion of modern art, and most importantly, an influential 

promoter and voice within the New York art division.92 Stieglitz, impressed by O’Keeffe’s 

artistic capability, declared the drawings were the “purest, finest, sincerest things that have 

entered 291 in a long while.”93 After some consideration, O’Keeffe decided her art could be 

mounted within the gallery after they were initially put on display without her consent. 

Following their preliminary meeting, O’Keeffe and Stieglitz stayed in contact through a 

powerful and profound letter correspondence. These letters are often recognized in discussion to 

their relationship and marriage, even acting as the focal point of research for authors, such as 

Sarah Greenough in her text, My Faraway One: Selected Letters of Georgia O’Keeffe and Alfred 
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Stieglitz: Volume One, 1915-1933.94 Endearing and poetic, Stieglitz expresses his profound love 

for O’Keeffe with segments in his letters: “My love for you is so great — as wonderfully pure — 

It's not the physical self seeking your physical self — I don't know what it is —Madness I guess 

— Madness like 291.”95  

 In July of 1929, Stieglitz sent a still image to Georgia O’Keeffe of the two kissing at 

Lake George, New York attached to a few short words (Figure 11). The momentum for the note 

being O’Keeffe’s presence in Taos, New Mexico. After a series of professional disappointments 

in Manhattan, O’Keeffe turned her attention more towards scenes depicting various natural 

elements of the Southwest rather than the skyscrapers she was interested in. In 1929, she began 

spending summers in New Mexico, removing herself from the relationship she shared with both 

New York City and her husband, Stieglitz.96 Although Stieglitz was known for destroying and 

reprinting his own pictures, the overall tone of his words are disgruntled. His words read, “I have 

destroyed 300 prints to-day. And much more literature. I haven't the heart to destroy this. Give it 

to Taos. To that part that no one can ever see: Georgia! (Figure 11).” Although the fragility of 

their relationship is reflected within his words, the image highlights a sense of tenderness. With a 

smile highlighted in O’Keeffe’s cheeks as he holds her arms and kisses her on the mouth. This 
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picture highlights a cozy moment, but the sentiment expressed in Stieglitz’s letter seems to be 

wounded as O’Keeffe has left him for New Mexico at this point rather than remaining with him 

in New York. His words, “Give it Taos,” suggest his loss as she has now used her own artistic 

medium in order to build an independent life across the country. Although their letter writing 

was vital at the beginning of their relationship, most likely their only means of correspondence at 

times, after time Stieglitz still continued to write O’Keeffe letters. This image and caption as a 

reflection of old memories in Lake George, but additionally, remorse as he has lost his wife to 

her own artistic inclinations. Although the two share an embrace in this photograph, his words 

show the distance the two now shared at the end of their marriage. 

A vital source to the topic at hand, Wanda Corn’s 2017 publication, Georgia O'Keeffe: 

Living Modern provides an in-depth study of O’Keeffe’s most personalized possessions, 

unambiguously, her clothing.97 While her blouses and dresses may not seem connected to 

Stieglitz’s portraiture, Corn explains O’Keeffe’s life in New York, including her romance with 

Stieglitz, in “Chapter Two: New York.”98 Corn’s clear account of O’Keeffe’s physical materials 

holds a connection to O’Keeffe’s willingness to invent herself, whether by dressing herself or 

posing for Stieglitz. According to Corn, O’Keeffe made decisions about her dress depending on 

whether she was sitting in front of a camera or simply spending time with the Southwest artists 
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and photographers who were her personal friends.99 Corn states, “The study of how O’Keeffe 

dressed and posed in front of the camera, and how camera artists interpreted her, reveals a 

history of changing identities that is almost complex as? that of her art.”100 

Corn’s visual investigation of Stieglitz’s meticulous photographs parallels the manner in 

which O’Keeffe designed and sewed much of her clothing. Even though many of Stieglitz’s 

photographs of O’Keeffe are nude, Corn validates the links between the visual abstractions of 

O’Keeffe’s art and her conception of her own body, a subject with which Stieglitz was deeply 

invested in as a photographer. Corn’s methods and research can extend beyond her clothed body 

and into the nude because of the connections Corn identifies. These links were first made visible 

in the series of photographs that Stieglitz took of O’Keeffe during the early years of their 

relationship. The research demonstrates how O’Keeffe herself was ultimately in control of how 

she presented herself to the public. She describes O’Keeffe’s fashion choice, “Almost always 

dead serious, elegantly plain, and quietly encapsulated in exquisite detail, O’Keeffe carefully 

crafted her own look.”101 O’Keeffe’s revolutionized ability to act as an agent of feminist ability 

and change, regardless of Stieglitz’s photographic possession over her.  

The photographs display how O'Keeffe used photography to present herself rather than 

serving as Stieglitz's passive subject. Stieglitz’s 1918 gelatin silver print, Georgia O’Keeffe, 

represents the first three years of his epic portraiture (Figure 12). Corn states that during these 
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early years of photographing O’Keeffe, Stieglitz focused on portraying her in two limited roles 

as “Sexual Woman” and “Artist Woman.”102 Here, Stieglitz depicts her in an erotic fragment, 

visibly emphasizing the flow of her arms as her kimonos hang loosely on her nude body. 

Stieglitz frames O’Keeffe within the window frame that she stands in front of, pressing her palm 

into as she dazes away from the sunlight. With this particular shot of O’Keeffe, she argues that, 

“Stieglitz was the first to analogize the modernity of her garments with that of her art and create 

symbiotic relationships between her dress, body and paintings.”103 Nonetheless, O’Keeffe also 

acts as a collaborator in the photograph by displaying her own crafted look. While Stieglitz often 

choreographed her in particular conditions, O’Keeffe played an important part in how she 

presents herself to the camera, to Stieglitz, and ultimately, to the public or the audience of the 

photograph. At the same time, Stieglitz used O'Keeffe as a muse to elevate his work within the 

artistic realm, he compositionally advocates for O’Keeffe’s skills not only as a seamstress (as she 

wears a piece she has handpicked), but also an artist who breaks the boundaries between making 

art and living as art. By Stieglitz capturing her within her own kimonos, he is showing her as art, 

but also displaying her own fashioned art.  

Another shot of O’Keeffe subtly displaying her limitless personality is Stieglitz’s gelatin 

silver print of 1920, Georgia O’Keeffe (Figure 13). Corn explains that in the years surrounding 

World War I, country village women would wear a variety of unconventional garments, a 
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popular choice was often the “village sack.”104 The term “village sack” describes the style of a 

relaxed garment, often made of coarse linen that was unstructured and often flowed to mid-calf, 

or sometimes even the floor.105 In 1920 Georgia O’Keeffe, the artist sports the bohemian “village 

sack” outfit gently making eye contact with the camera, as her hands overlap one another and the 

door handle. The sun shines on her body, as the fence to her right casts a shadow across. But, as 

she highlights here, O’Keeffe’s bohemian dress unbound the female physique due to the relaxed 

fit of the dress.106 Corn states, “Bohemian dress freed the female body from restrictive 

undergarments, and conveyed the message that the wearer was a liberal woman who stood 

outside mainstream America.”107 Here, not only is O’Keeffe inviting the viewer to see her in this 

particular type of dress, but also her liberal feminine attitude is highlighted as she stands 

outdoors in nature (Figure 13). The photograph showcases an unconventional garment that 

O'Keeffe chose to make a political and social statement about herself. Rather than the 

photograph being shot from an inside space, O’Keeffe removed herself from the typical 

domestication most women within the early twentieth century were still comfortable with. 

Stieglitz’s photograph captures a woman, for him, that is worthy of note due to her fastidious and 

artistic nature in her own self presentation. To return to the discussion of Alice Austen’s 

photographs emphasized in Chapter Two, Austen also dismissed the domestic sphere 
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conventionally assigned to women. Additionally, Austen and O’Keeffe additionally made new 

strides by engaging in work that allows for them to autonomously travel within their own 

territories or new expansive locations. For Austen, she traveled over the bridge and into the city, 

while O’Keeffe left for New Mexico.  

Jonathan Weinberg’s chapter “The Hands of the Artist” presents multiple arguments 

about O’Keeffe’s physical body as a topic of interest which branches out from Corn’s detailed 

explanation of O’Keeffe’s dress.108 Weinberg argues that O’Keeffe’s body was an opportunity to 

establish a provocative thought process in which Stieglitz engages with the medium of 

photography.109 Weinberg remains committed to a Modernist faith “in the practicability of 

painting,” however, in the case of Stieglitz, he Weinberg makes a case about the powerful 

thoughtfulness of O’Keeffe’s body by elaborating on his ingenuity in regards to these 

photographs. Stieglitz’s photograph, Georgia O’Keeffe: Hands and Breasts, is one of many 

examples in which O’Keeffe engages in a sexual moment while Stieglitz arranges a picture of 

her body (Figure 14). Although O’Keeffe’s naked body would be considered commonplace to 

her husband, Stieglitz, here, O’Keeffe grabs her own breasts with both hands, identically shaping 

both hands. The photograph is rhythmic as her body mirrors itself. Although Stieglitz does not 

include O’Keeffe’s face in the shot, he still shows a possession over her body with his repetitive 

title. While Corn stays specific to the fashion aspects of O’Keeffe, Weinberg addresses a variety 

of expansive topics. According to Corn, Stieglitz’s erotic portraits of O’Keeffe tend to be 
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graphic, even being labeled by some as pornographic. In comparison, Weinberg discusses that 

these portraits not only represent the power Stieglitz outwardly attempted to express over 

O’Keeffe, but the sense of agency she promoted within his photographs, in turn offering her 

power over to Stieglitz himself.  

In addition to Stieglitz highlighting O’Keeffe’s abilities as a seamstress, Stieglitz also 

honors her abilities as an artist. Corn states, “One innovation was to picture O’Keeffe performing 

her sexuality by interacting with her paintings, something he had never done before.”110 The 

photograph, Georgia O’Keeffe: A Portrait: Hands and Watercolor, does stray away from his 

“Sexual Woman” phase of photographs of O’Keeffe, emphasizing her breasts, pubic area, or 

buttocks, but he does include the detail of her long-fingered hands (Figure 15). Although a 

variety of arguments and questions can arise within Stieglitz’s photographs of O’Keeffe here, 

one can question, was Stieglitz aiming to show desire for a segment of O’Keeffe’s body and her 

medium, or perhaps just a possession over it. Regardless of the answer, O’Keeffe’s placement of 

her hands over her drawing, a womblike image from her Blue Series, displays the physical 

proprietorship she is displaying over her craft. Weinberg begins to unpack the photograph with 

regards to the camera as being more than just a machine in this sense.111 He states, “The hands 

that enter the corner of the picture are a surrogate for the photographer’s caressing eyes, even as 

they make Stieglitz’s point that photography is handwork.”112 Overall, O’Keeffe as a female 
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power creates not only her art, but she curates her own life. While Stieglitz is capturing the artist 

and her creation, she also shows possession by placing her hands over her art.  

 Within this portrait series, humorous or unladylike expressions are a rarity. The gelatin 

silver print, Georgia O’Keeffe comically brings to light O’Keeffe in an action shot of her eating 

corn on the cob (Figure 16). The shot is taken on a busy street as the tops of heads, and even a set 

of peering eyes, appear all around O’Keeffe. As O’Keeffe is in mid-bite, with eyebrows and 

forehead scrunched, as her elbows stick out to the sides, she unapologetically makes eye contact 

with the camera and with Stieglitz, watching the activity from a short-distance, but also aiming 

to capture the moment. While the photograph may only seem to capture a fleeting moment of 

humor, the shot says more. First, here, O’Keeffe is not draped in sunshine or basking in the nude, 

but Stieglitz is so absolutely infatuated with her, that he does not fail to capture her even in the 

most un-photogenic moments (Figs. 13, 14 & 17). Here, Stieglitz shows his smitten attitude 

within the first years of their love by celebrating an action so small, such as eating. To 

incorporate the research of Weinberg, he straightforwardly states: “The hope is that what one 

cares most about in the world, the artist will arrive at that which is most important in his or her 

craft.”113 Because Stieglitz has found what he “cares about most in the world,” in the words of 

Weinberg, Stieglitz can make a photograph, even as humorous such as this one, somewhat 

delicate and a moment of romantic intimacy while O’Keeffe makes eye contact with the camera 

while indulging in her treat. While most dainty women would turn their face to hide the 

outlandish moment, O’Keeffe does not shy away from: the camera, her husband, or any of the 
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bystanders around her. Furthermore, as an artist to the photograph, O’Keeffe curates herself in 

this manner for the public eye to see. While some may sneer at the photograph or shake their 

head in disgust to her open mouth and unladylike manners, O’Keeffe continues to glare back at 

the camera (Figure 16). Although an innocent gesture, the photograph at hand not only shows 

Stieglitz’s praise for her, regardless of the circumstance or situation, but O’Keeffe’s unapologetic 

attitude not only within the art world, but within any aspect of her life.  

The gelatin silver print, Georgia O'Keeffe - After Return from New Mexico, captured in 

1929, can be analyzed as a document of this dramatic personal and professional shift (Figure 17). 

Here, Stieglitz depicts Georgia O’Keeffe in her car, slyly smirking as she directly makes eye 

contact with the camera. O’Keeffe’s decision to go to New Mexico is one that would change 

their marriage, indefinitely. Anna Chave describes O’Keeffe’s overall attitude and aura, 

discussing topics of fulfillment and liberation in regard to the portrait at hand. Chave explains 

her deliverance as she has just returned from her first trip to New Mexico, a distancing from New 

York and Stieglitz that, along with her husband’s philandering, led to the effective dissolution of 

their marriage.114 Susan Lowe writes that O’Keeffe’s raised eyebrow and her position, slightly 

higher than the camera, can advocate for her self-possession and her ultimate power over the 

mechanism, itself.115 This photograph can mark O’Keeffe’s ability, her hunger to continue to 

transform herself, not only as an artist, but also as a woman. Once again, her later travels to New 
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Mexico serve as an overall act of independence. O'Keeffe had purchased the car seen in this 

portrait for use on her trip, and she obtained a driver's license upon her return to New York. 

Stieglitz, by contrast, did not know how to drive, and although O'Keeffe and others encouraged 

him to learn, he gave up after a year of fitful lessons.116 This image presents O’Keeffe in the 

fashion in which she projected herself, an autonomous and competent woman, who had the 

ability to travel on her own, similar to the light in which Austen emulated herself in her own self-

portrait.  

Weinberg supports this idea, by cleverly pointing out the simple fact that the woman 

Stieglitz was intent on putting on paper was a painter.117 Stieglitz’s desire for not only O’Keeffe 

herself is revealed as he captures her body, but also her medium and autonomy as he actively 

captures O’Keeffe in moments of artistic independence. Although some could argue that 

Stieglitz holds the power here as he attempts to bring his subject O’Keeffe in closely, but the 

camera allows for her to hold a distance in between them. Similar to Austen’s desire for 

locomotion with her bicycle, O’Keeffe is captured beside her mechanism of travel, her car, 

which can in turn, allow for not only an emotional distance, but a physical distance, as well. In 

conclusion, this chapter studies the portraits of O’Keeffe such as, Georgia O'Keeffe - After 

Return from New Mexico, and others of the sort as representing her not behaving as a submissive 

model in the series, but instead, as an active participant within a collaborative process (Figure 
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17). Her presence within this portrait advocates for her own change not only as an artist, but also 

as a woman.  

In the context of this project one can question what way Stieglitz is suggesting the 

relationship O’Keeffe is identified? For example, returning to Georgia O’Keeffe: A Portrait: 

Hands and Watercolor Wagner argues that Stieglitz is suggesting that the “artist and her body 

are identified as one and the same (Figure 15).”118 Focusing on O’Keeffe’s work, Wagner 

grapples with the question of separation between sexuality and the body of the artist.119 Lastly, 

Anne Wagner’s research addresses three female artists: Georgia O’Keeffe, Lee Krasner, and Eva 

Hesse in her book, Three Artists (Three Women) with a discussion of the marginalized woman.120 

While the discussion of Krasner and Hesse are not applicable to this chapter, Wagner’s new 

approach to feminist art history, in addition to her useful bibliographic information on O’Keeffe 

is helpful overall. Wagner’s research brings feminist theory to the table as she discusses these 

three women artists and how they each made their way into society, regardless of the stigmas 

surrounding women artists.  
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To begin, Wagner openly presents her thoughts on the female artists at hand in order to 

broaden the literature surrounding each artist with discussion of broad terms such as “otherness” 

in order for the female artist at hand (O’Keeffe) to differentiate herself from her mate 

(Stieglitz).121 Like Weinberg, Wagner discusses the power of Stieglitz’s portraiture, but 

additionally adds a layer of feminism within her research. Her chapter on O’Keeffe discusses 

O’Keeffe’s work in discussion to the term “feminine.” Wagner proposes that, “O’Keeffe resisted 

the feminine definition with such force because its greatest proponent was Alfred Stieglitz, who 

later became her husband.”122 Wagner also uses the term “sites of transference” and introduces 

the complexity O’Keeffe faced as a woman, artist, and a wife.123 While Corn only saw O’Keeffe 

from an angle that was mostly concerned with her dress and décor, Wagner aims to expand her 

view and describe O’Keeffe from a variety of aspects.  

If the artist and her body are one and the same, the palladium print, Georgia O’Keeffe 

captured by Stieglitz in 1918 creates a creative tension between O’Keeffe and Stieglitz (Figure 

18). Wager suggests that while some may read her floral flowers as a synecdoche for the female 
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body, O’Keeffe wanted to diminish any type of interpretations of the sort.124 If O’Keeffe is the 

artist of her photographs, as well as her own floral-painted works, then here, she is creating a 

demarcation between herself and Stieglitz. Here, O’Keeffe not only holds her breast, but points 

her eyes to the upper-left hand corner of the room, so she does not make eye contact with the 

camera, nor her viewers (Figure 18). While the photograph can be labeled as “sexual,” she is 

once again dressed in clothing that is non-traditional. Her white oversized tunic cloaks her body, 

similar to her other “village sack” sported in her earlier portrait (Figure 13). While the cloth 

around her body acts as a neutral ground, it also shapes her breast and hands, acting almost as 

curtains revealing her breast (Figure 18). In other words, O’Keeffe poses herself in this position 

not to expose her feminine body, but to identify herself as a woman, a separate entity from 

Stieglitz, she acts as a vivacious segment in the creation of this photograph.125  

In terms of representing the feminine, Stieglitz’s later photographs, such as the 1928 

gelatin silver print, Georgia O’Keeffe, embrace a androgynous of his lover  (Figure 19). Here, 

O’Keeffe ties her long black locks underneath a black bowler hat, hiding any trace of her hair at 

all. Instead of a conventional dress or blouse, she wears three different garments: a plain white 

shirt, a plaid fleece shirt, and then an oversized trench coat with buttons. Unlike most of 

Stieglitz’s nude shots, she stands outside, with a faded background of the sky behind her. 
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O’Keeffe does not look away, but seems to look at a downward angle, her chin slightly pointed 

down to the left side of her body, as if Stieglitz is standing/sitting below her. While many of 

Stieglitz’s earlier photographs emphasize O’Keeffe in an erotic state, this photograph depicts her 

clothed body, disregarding any type of sexual side she may have to offer. Weinberg brings to 

light the words of O’Keeffe herself as she highlights her own feelings on the matter of his 

portrait series, “When I look over the photographs Stieglitz took of me-some of them more than 

sixty years ago-I wonder who that person is.”126 Her statement is one that accompanies not only 

the numerous photographs Stieglitz took of her over his artistic endeavors, but the variety of 

sides he managed to capture over that time.  

While O’Keeffe managed to present and collaborate with Stieglitz in his earlier “Sexual 

Woman” portraits to produce erotic and delicate poses, his later work is also a reflection of 

herself and her work as an artist, to be seen, not as a feminine woman, but as an artist, 

genderless, but with attention paid to the art rather than her sexuality (Figure 19). Overall, the 

selected photographs not only trace Georgia O’Keeffe’s existence, but also portray the artist as a 

woman who is an agent of change. Even though Stieglitz is named the author of these portraits, 

they highlight O’Keeffe’s evolving image as self-determined professional, which overall, helps 

illuminate her role as an artist in the early twentieth century.127  

Wanda Corn, Jonathan Weinberg, and Anne Wagner describe intertwining themes of 

O’Keeffe’s independence throughout their work. Although each author has narrowed down on 
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specific aspects of O’Keeffe and Stieglitz’s life, the underlying themes are similar, including 

O’Keeffe’s ability to maintain her aura throughout any photograph. His series has concentrated 

not just on O’Keeffe, but places her within a context of many photographs paralleling her 

changing role as an artist in society. O’Keeffe does not as a submissive model in the series, but 

in turn, acts as an active participant within a collaborative process. Her presence within this 

portraiture advocates for her own change not only as a modern artist, but also a modern woman. 
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CHAPTER 4 

BERENICE ABBOTT: “NOT A NICE GIRL, A PHOTOGRAPHER” 

 

At the turn of the twentieth century, Alice Austen snuck out of lush outdoor parties on Staten 

Island to take the ferry over the Hudson River in order to capture the hustle and bustle of 

Manhattan. At the age of nineteen, Berenice Abbott was lured out of Ohio by her own curiosity 

to escape the stifling Midwest and head east to New York.128 Unlike Alfred Stieglitz and Alice 

Austen, who were fortunate financially, Abbott made her way solely on her own merit, the 

epitome of the New Woman. She was self-empowered and financed, no husband on which to 

rely, and no family wealth to depend upon, which ultimately led to more control over her own 

artistic legacy.  

After spending four years in New York City, Abbott shaped her own fate and moved to 

Paris in 1921 and traveled across Europe to prominent locations such as Berlin. These European 

travels and explorations informed her future photographic methods as she learned formal 

techniques that surfaced in her photographs of the city. Abbott eventually worked for Man Ray 

as a darkroom studio assistant in 1925, which ultimately acted as a catalyst for her own 

fascination with photography.129 Shortly after her arrival, Abbott befriended another 

photographer, Man Ray’s neighbor Eugène Atget, an artist noted for his determination to 
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document all of the architecture and street scenes of Paris before their disappearance to 

modernization.130 Most of his photographs were first published by Abbott after his death in 1927. 

Atget began his Parisian photographic work in 1898 using a large format view camera to 

capture the city in detail.131 While Atget and Man Ray were vital to Abbott’s introduction to 

photography, Atget’s style heavily influenced what was to come for Abbott’s style and overall 

her understanding of photographic realism.  

This chapter aims to clarify Abbott’s photographic oeuvre as one based in realism and 

detached methods, an approach that lead her to disregard her own self expression and capture an 

objective world. The thesis presented builds upon Terri Weissman’s research of Berenice Abbott 

who also argues that Abbott’s work is based in: neutrality, clarity, and straightforwardness.132 

Like Weissman, I will pay close attention to Abbott’s attitude towards her own body of work. 

Abbott’s artistic directness creates photographs that do not necessarily convey her individualized 

expression, but rather produces tools for communication based in accurate social and historical 

circumstances.133 Although this chapter will mainly focus on Changing New York, the underlying 

themes I aim to communicate a message with not only her photographs of the city outdoors, but 
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her own self-portrait and other photographs taken in other settings, as well. Furthermore, this 

chapter will utilize photographs that highlight her artistic mode of expression from her own self-

portrait, in addition to her other photographs taken for her larger photographic project. As Abbott 

fails to incorporate her own self-expression, she sets out to defy the standards and expectations 

for female artists.   

To begin, Self Portrait with Large Format Camera taken in 1925 (Figure 20) acts as 

evidence to her ability to disregard her own self-expression, but capture a truthful side of herself 

with a photograph. The picture positions Abbott in a gallant light displays her characteristic 

photographic methods and attitudes by placing emphasis on geometric shapes and demonstrating 

an unromantic attitude towards the space she is photographing. Importantly, this photograph 

illustrates Abbott’s ability to communicate a message based in historical accuracy, rather than 

artistic expression. Her portrait depicts an outlet into her working space in addition to displaying 

her physical appearance. Terri Weissman’s streamlined text, The Realisms of Berenice Abbott: 

Documentary Photography and Political Action steers away from the biographical approach that 

Julia Van Haaften takes on within Berenice Abbott: A Life in Photography. Weissman’s central 

idea takes a step back from Abbott’s artistic life as a whole, instead devoting special attention to 

her life as an artist. Weissman’s thesis embraces Abbott’s consistent realism as the theoretical 

underpinning for her photographic work as she was capturing the photographs for Changing New  

While most self-portraits aim to capture the personality of the sitter, Abbott here remains 

neutral. She makes direct eye contact with her viewer, a smug expression on her face, as she 

grips her large camera. The background gives insight to her studio and everyday setting. 

Additionally, she is surrounded by additional camera equipment and a set of books along top of  
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her fireplace. Other than the few details in the background, Abbott’s walls remain empty, 

clear of any clutter from other photographs or paintings. Although the demeanor she presents 

gives a triumphant view overall, it also brings attention to what she is not doing as a 

photographer. As Terri Weissman notes, this photograph shows Abbott in her true light, not only 

does she stand alone, beside her camera equipment, but also, this photograph highlights her 

intolerance for Pictorialism and further emphasizes her commitment to realism.134  

 Unlike Pictoralist photographs, Abbott’s self-portrait appears straightforward as she does 

not provide a backdrop or clean space for her picture. In the midst of her apartment, Abbott 

decides to pose for a picture. This information is vital to understanding Abbott as a photographer 

throughout her photographs of New York. Unlike those who participated in the Pictorialist 

movement, Abbott was determined to create and pose for straight and objective photographs 

rather than ones that were masked by artificial methods created by hazy camera effects.135 To 

return to Self Portrait with Large Camera Format, Abbott’s eye contact and objective view of 

her space turn the viewer’s attention not to the space she is working in, but the action she is 

engaging in, standing besides her camera (Figure 20). Abbott’s eye contact with her viewers, 

without any distractions, such as camera effects or a cluttered background, not only represents 

her as a photographer, one focused on objectivity, but shows her determination to meet the gaze 
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of all those would be viewing her self-portrait. Although no archival information exists to allow 

accurate dating or contextualization of this photograph, it was most likely one of her first 

portraits. While the photograph was only kept in Abbott’s possession, her objectivity as a 

photographer is present as she holds her camera equipment as she is unafraid to break away from 

not only her career, but also from mainstream artistic inclinations and attitudes.  

Four years Self Portrait with Large Camera Format, Abbott returned to New York in 

1929 with an ambitious plan in mind: to do for her adopted home what Atget did for the city of 

Paris. 136 Abbott was determined to capture New York City in the face of the dramatic 

transformations of the urban fabric.137 In many ways, Abbott’s photographs follow in the stylistic 

footsteps of Atget, employing abrupt angles, geometric shapes, and tonal contrasts in the 

foreground and background. In addition to following in Atget’s footsteps by showing an interest 

with the nonconformist side of things, she photographed the opulent parts of the city as well.138 

As Atget roamed Paris, he complied clear objective images that he would call “documents,” 

which were perceived by the Paris Surrealists to display overall unsettling feeling.139 The 

compositional choices she sets up juxtaposed old and new or frame the city's architecture like a 
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kind of ever-changing organic structure.140 Her willingness to see New York as a whole was 

necessary in order for Abbott to create a comprehensive feel of the city at the time. Abbott’s 

objectivity shines through as she manages to capture all aspects of the city, following a formula 

of aiming to show a clear view of New York while interrupting the shots. While Abbott was 

forthright within her photographic methods, she was also clever and open-minded with who and 

what she photographed. As stated in Mary Warner Marien’s comprehensive text, Abbott was 

attracted to the bohemian life of Paris in the 1920s and strove to produce prints in the same 

fashion that Atget did in the early twentieth century.  

As Abbott previously addressed herself, she wanted to show her environment for what it 

was rather than showing the gleaming or popular tourist parts of New York.141 This ability to 

capture the city for what it was, creating her own documents and style, highlights Abbott’s 

ability to stray away from the typical Pictorialist attitude of the 1920s and create her own body of 

work which would further display her attitudes towards the city itself and the artists around her. 

While Stieglitz’s photographs discussed in Chapter Two depict O’Keeffe within assortment 

variety of states, Abbott reworks the ways in which the city is observed. While her muse may not 

be a female, her main subject, New York City, can similarly be seen in a variety of different 

lights. In addition to her consumption of the city as photographic material, Abbott secured her 

claim to fame by developing her own style that would set her apart from her American 

contemporaries. Abbott’s artistic directness creates photographs that convey a communication 
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based in accurate social and historical circumstances. Although Stieglitz shocked some members 

of his audience with O’Keeffe’s graphic nudity, which was even sometimes considered to be 

pornographic, Abbott’s ruthless determination and stubborn independence often stunned the men 

of her time.142 In this way, her work demonstrated a change within photography by outmatching 

the doubtful male gatekeepers with her independent photo work based in straightforward, 

documentary techniques.143  

When a New Deal project official first saw Abbott’s pictures, he warned her to be 

cautious as she made her way through the streets of Manhattan and its dangerous neighborhoods. 

Abbott replied with a no-nonsense remark, “I’m not a nice girl, I’m a photographer. ”144 Her 

method of photography often circles around formalist strategies and is clearly influenced by 

modernism as her work is often composed of basic elements: line, color, and composition.145 

Although her modernist formalist techniques cannot be dismissed, Abbott’s photographic oeuvre 

as one based in neutrality, clarity, and straightforwardness. 

In the 1920s, New York was experiencing its second wave of skyscraper construction. 

The “cathedrals of commerce” built at the end of the nineteenth and into the twentieth century 
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were surpassed by 1,000-foot high edifices constructed in the financial district as well as 

midtown. These turn-of-the-century skyscrapers, decorated with neoclassical pillars and 

stonework ornamentation, stood side-by-side with a new architectural form, complete with an 

oversized base, sleek pointed tower, and Art-Deco motifs. The modern skyline grew significantly 

above the original urban horizon that the artists saw in their first stay in the city. Inspired by the 

new growth around them, each artist used the changing city as subject, fashioning art that 

highlighted their individual abilities to portray a modern metropolis. Curious about the physical 

transformation of the city, specifically the building structure and architecture, as well as the rapid 

changes occurring in New York’s metropolitan topography, Abbott avidly carried out an 

ambitious plan of photographing the city, a project that resulted in her book, Changing New 

York, published in 1939.146 While the text includes over sixty images, South and DePeyster 

Streets clearly showcases her preferred style of contrasting old and new, a consistent theme 

throughout the text itself (Figure 21). Here, Abbott’s straightforwardness creates a photograph 

that produces a source of communication based in accurate social and historical 

circumstances.147 One might think the most obvious solution would be to place an emphasis on 

the city skyline. Instead her composition focuses on the background and the importance of the 

older structures (Figure 21). In this way, the photographs reframe the subject of her work to 

balance images of both progress and preservation.  

 While the geometric framework of the city was changing, the drama of the skyscrapers 

was an artistic inspiration for many artists of the time, including Abbott. The geometric style of 
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the city acts a central thread that runs throughout Changing New York. St. Luke’s Church and 

Old Houses (Figure 22) highlights the technological advancements of New York with her use of 

highlighting the geometric shapes of the buildings, in addition to the bold contrast of light and 

shadow even though the sky is brightly lit. Following in the steps of her European counterparts, 

Abbott’s work documents not only the social relations of New York, but also highlights ability as 

a woman undertaking this task within the early twentieth century. Changing New York. St. 

Luke’s Church and Old Houses highlights how her photographic oeuvre as one based in realism 

and objective methods (Figure 22). The photograph, while even including the words “old 

houses” show one mundane aspect of the city, but here, her approach supports Abbott’s own 

disregard for her own self expression in order to capture an objective world.  

Abbott’s relationship with McCausland, which lasted most of the latter’s life, has until 

recently been similarly downplayed by many scholars.148 This is somewhat more surprising in 

Abbott’s case, since though Austen and Tate did not live together until later in life, McCausland 

and Abbott resided together for approximately thirty years from 1935-1965 during the peak of 

Abbott’s career.149 While Austen incorporated members of her family and social circle into her 

photographs, Abbott incorporated her partner in a different manner. Elizabeth McCausland, a 

journalist and critic, provided most of the text within Changing New York. McCausland’s text 

was paired underneath or beside Abbott’s text, not in order to describe the picture on the page, 

but to provide additional information with textual support. Similarly, to Abbott, McCausland’s 
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stance was not necessarily aimed towards tourists, but rather those willing to learn about the 

small truths of the city. The photograph, Fifth Avenue, Nos. 4, 6, 8 (Figure 23) is paired with 

McCausland’s text, stating: 

“Built in the mid-eighties for three Rhinelander daughters, the houses at the southwest 
corner of Fifth Avenue and Eighth Street present a rising curve of elegance. Henry J. 
Hardenbergh, architect of the old Waldorf-Astoria, the Hotel Albert and the Third 
Avenue Car Barns, designed all three. No. 8 was once the home of the art collection 
which formed a part of the original Metropolitan Museum of Art.”150   
 

Just as Austen’s financial security must be taken into account when addressing her Returning to 

Weissman’s text, here, the language is vital in understanding how Abbott’s theoretical methods 

and mindset which set her apart from other photographers at the time. Even her pairing 

quotations and captions highlight her realist side. McCausland’s caption pairs well with Abbott’s 

pictures as they both based their work in: neutrality, clarity, and straightforwardness. While 

photographing the city, Abbott takes on the adventurous spirit of a documentary photographer by 

creating an energy based in the truthfulness of the city rather than her own artistic inclinations 

towards it. Abbott makes the city her platform for demonstrating her artistic abilities as a woman 

photographer. Fifth Avenue, Nos. 4, 6, 8 is not one of bustling Manhattan, Greenwich Village 

still captures the geometric aspect the busy parts of the city were also taking on as well (Figure 

23). As a whole, Changing New York demonstrates an attraction to the skyscraper attentiveness 

of the time, even when Abbott moves from borough to borough. Moreover, McCausland’s 

captions matched the photographs in the sense that they were not necessarily aimed towards the 

tourist mindset, but instead communicated brief and historical information. 
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Melissa McEuen argues that Changing New York was not only directed by Abbott’s field 

of study, photography, but the text as a whole was distinct due to her aim of capturing the city 

with a Realist perspective.151 McEuen concludes that Changing New York was an extraordinary 

example of the substance necessary to address the nation's "cultural lag.”152 Abbott stayed 

financially afloat during the nation’s changing environment, and she was determined and 

successful due to the help of the FAP (Federal Art Project) who provided her funding. At the 

beginning of the process, Abbott was luck to receive the funding she did, but at the end of the 

process, her publishers significantly altered the form of her book. While the FAP provided some 

financial assistance, she was not necessarily given the artistic freedom she craved. According to 

McEuen, Abbott was originally given a great deal more freedom in comparison to other FAP 

artists and photographers, namely Dorothea Lange, but this was relatively short lived.153 In 1938, 

“FAP officials assumed a great deal of control over the project, refusing Abbott permission to 

select all of the photographs or to make suggestions regarding the book's design.”154 Although 
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FAP seized Abbott’s freedom away from her over time, her ability to strive using her own 

concepts and methods regardless of the pressure she was put under displays Abbott’s aptitude to 

seize her own freedom as a woman during this time. Bonnie Yochelson, formerly the curator of 

prints and photographs at the Museum of the City of New York, engaged in deep research while 

writing her lengthy text, Berenice Abbott. Yochelson explains that even after she was laid off by 

the FAP, Abbott accomplished her goal of creating a photographic document of New York City, 

but the accomplishment had taken a personal toll on her. Abbott had later remarked, “the FAP 

knocked it out of me.”155 

Even though Abbott recognized the Surrealists were reluctant to embrace Atget’s 

photographic style, she still praised his work and returned to New York to create her own body 

of “documents.” Overall, no two Abbott photographs are the same, thumbing through Changing 

New York, one can find a photograph on Wall Street in which Abbott gives great appreciation to 

the structural framework of the city, but just a few pages later, one could find a simple shot of a 

street sign. As Abbott strove to capture the city in a specific light, it seems that she intended to 

educate those who would read Changing New York with the way the metropolis looked as it was 

undergoing rapid transitions. McEuen concludes her research with the statement: 

“By surveying New York with a documentary spirit, Abbott experienced firsthand the 
transitory nature of an American city. By photographing it, she fit a few brief moments of 
time and place into the larger scheme of the past, the present, and the future—the whole 
gamut human experience through the eyes of an American modernist.156”
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Abbott’s desire to share these moments was not only driven by her artistic momentum, but by 

her readiness to use her photographs in order to display the American modernist spirit of New 

York City itself.157 Abbott’s artistic motivations were not necessarily provided by a specific 

school, but rather by her own experiences, as well as her inclination to self-educate and follow in 

the footsteps of her artistic mentors.158 In addition to her self-education, she remained loyal not 

only to the project of Changing New York, but she also to the way in which she wanted to 

capture her pictures, with neutrality and candor. Abbott’s unwillingness to change her style, 

regardless of suggestions given to her by those of the FAP, displays her exercising her own 

agency as an artist by moving outside of stereotypical gender norms and completing a task she 

wanted to take control of herself.  

Similar to the way Austen chaperoned herself around Staten Island, Abbott took full 

advantage of her home and familiarized herself with the distinctive neighborhoods of New York. 

Unlike Austen, she engaged in a more unconventional way of seizing the different divisions 

around her, by mostly capturing pictures of random strangers. Capturing the metropolitan 

environment with straightforward techniques, her work observes the city as a place rather than a 

population, but unlike Austen who was more concerned with the analysis of people and their 

types as a way of difference, Abbott was influenced by a variety of aspects, including: a variety 

of people within the population, social forces and the prominent physical construction happening 
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at the turn of the twentieth century. As previously stated, Abbott was drawn to the poorer 

neighborhoods, but she was equally interested in the wealthier parts of the city, as well. Her 

overall goal was to record New York for what it was, rich and poor, humble or innovative, 

Changing New York strove to give equal attention to all parts of the city. Department of Docks 

Building, Pier A (Figure 24) shot on Wall Street in 1936 captures a businessman standing in 

front of the Department of Docks. With this photograph, Abbott centers her shot as she stands 

directly in front of the businessman. He stands with his hands in his pockets, one front in front of 

the other, making direct eye contact with the camera and the photographer. While the newsstand 

worker stands adjacent to the central figure, his back is to the camera, giving more attention to 

the man beside him. In the right hand corner of the shot, an automobile is driving into the frame, 

while two men in similar garb to the central entrepreneur focus their attention on the building. 

Going hand in hand with the central idea of the geometric shapes of the city, the building is 

comprised of a variety of identical rectangle windows. The building also highlights a stark 

contrast of black and white architecture.  

 Here, Abbott not only puts on display a face of Wall Street, but also how the city is 

geometric throughout all of her photographs. Abbott rose above her competition by capturing the 

city in its brief fluctuation in the manner in which she wanted those moments remembered, such 

as the transformations of neighborhoods.159 Her ability to objectively capture these fleeting 

moments is often why Changing New York can be praised for its creative ingenuity. Even though 

some photographers created photographs in order for tourists to be informed of the city, Abbott 
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strayed away from the typical shots of the Empire State Building or Times Square. As the 

Flatiron building in Manhattan or Grand Central Station were often thought to define the ever-

changing city by consumer culture of the time, she advocated for New York to be witnessed 

from a wide-range point of view, which in turn allowed her to capture all the different boroughs 

of the city.160 East Broadway, no 113 highlights Abbott’s interest in something else, architecture 

(Figure 25). Abbott centers the shot so the center of the doors falls in the center of the picture. 

The doors of the building are grey, but the outline of the door is white, starkly contrasting the 

black paint of the building. As most of Abbott’s photographs center on progression and the 

change of architecture in the city, this photograph interestingly turns back to antiquity. The Doric 

columns surrounding the doorframe show a sense of the past, but the sense of hustle and bustle 

surrounding the stoop, specifically the business to the right of the door, embrace a sense of 

progression. With this photograph, Abbott is simultaneously highlighting a sense of past and 

present. This photograph overall subtly highlights what Abbott’s Changing New York, aims to 

do. While she wants to focus on the changing city, she also wants to preserve its antique parts, 

such as this bit of architecture found on East Broadway.  

Changing New York even included the outer boroughs and corners of the city. Abbott 

advocated for showing all different areas, even what was being acknowledged as the 

impoverished parts of the city’s geography during the time she was shooting.161 In addition to her 

artistic ability, Abbott and McCausland had a wide-scope of interests, including supporting Civil 
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Rights for African Americans.162 Jay Street, No. 115 (Figure 27) creatively shows three different 

generations: an elderly woman being pictured at right gives a soft smile, while the three children 

sitting on the steps of the stoop place their hands in their laps as their parents stand directly 

behind them The assumed mother in the shot harshly looks at Abbott, most likely glaring from 

the sun in her direct vision. Interestingly, each woman stands on the left and right hand side of 

the children, leaning against the handrails of the staircase, meanwhile the only man of the group, 

almost center of the photograph, stares out into the distance with a hand on his hip. Jay Street, 

No. 115 does not necessarily bring attention to the family participating in any kind of 

exhilarating activity, but rather captures them in a moment defined by a habitual and mundane 

action of sitting outside Abbott’s straightforward shot of the family captures a variety of 

meticulous aspects of her sitters, including a small sample of their domestic setting. On the left 

side of the shot, we can notice white curtains in the window, as the front door to their home 

remains open (Figure 27). In addition to the few details located behind the family, one can notice 

the women’s worn down skirts and the messy haired children sitting on the front steps, most 

likely a direct correlation to their financial standing. Rather than taking an interest in the 

beautifully paved streets of Fifth Avenue, Jay Street, No. 115 taken in May of 1936, displays her 

interest in the different types of people within the city, as well as her capacity to show interest in 

all different areas of New York throughout her expedition (Figure 27). Yochelson describes it:  

The derelict East River waterfront, with its one-hundred-year old row houses, fifty-year-
old tenements, and cobblestoned streets, fascinated her. She knew she was photographing 
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what she called ‘the end of something.’ Government-funded slum clearance and 
construction of the East River Drive began in 1938.163 

 
Jay Street, No. 115 was captured on May 22, 1936 in the transitioning Brooklyn waterfront 

neighborhood (Figure 27).164 While Abbott was warned to be careful as she traveled throughout 

the city, Van Haaften highlights that the poverty within the neighborhood distressed her. This 

photograph highlights her strength as a woman to follow through with her plan, regardless of her 

safety. Once again, she dismisses any thoughts of herself in order to put her work first. In 

addition to Brooklyn, she also photographed Lenox Avenue in Harlem for her project.165 Abbott 

originally caught the attention of an FBI agent in the 1920s as she was thought to be seen in a 

subversion of civil rights activity.166 She was later ridiculed under false charges that would be 

dismissed only two short months later. Abbott was also accused of using photographic evidence 

of communist affiliation. Even though this case was dismissed the following year, it is true that 

Abbott stirred the pot with her photographs. Jay Street, No. 115 may seem progressive as 

incorporates the African American community into her oeuvre. However, regardless of her 

enthusiasm to showcase New York as a land for many people, her acceptance of racial 

differences would be dismissed by her male cohorts and she would catch the attention of the FBI 

in 1951 (Figure 27). Louis F. Budenz, the managing editor of the Daily Worker, identified 
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164Van Haaften, Berenice Abbott: A Life in Photography, 318. 

165Van Haaften, Berenice Abbott: A Life in Photography, 318. 
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Abbott as one of four hundred prominent people he called “concealed Communists.”167 This 

photograph not only recognizes Abbott’s accurate personal fortitudes, but speaks a truth about 

her personal side, regardless of what rumors were spread about her.  

Avis Berman points out Abbott’s desire to capture the architecture of New York before 

the skyscrapers changed the city forever.168 Abbott’s 1936, Pike and Henry Streets encompasses 

her documentary style, in addition to her disposition to hold on to “the end of something” (Figure 

26).169 Abbott’s gelatin silver print not only centers the iconic Brooklyn Bridge at the center of 

her shot, but the torn apart concrete road lying just ahead of her. Instead of highlighting only the 

perfectly paved roads of Wall Street throughout Changing New York, Abbott also takes into 

account the not-so-perfect part of the city, as well. In the distance, a variety of pedestrians on 

foot walk towards and away from her, leaving the brick filled road as the center of attention. The 

technological advancement of the bridge is highlighted in the background of the picture, but the 

unconstructed, torn apart road captures one’s attention directly. This shot, similar to Jay Street, 

No. 115 highlights Abbott’s desire to highlight all parts of the city (Figure 27). Her pictures and 

style are not only informational, but represent the city as it is undergoing construction, but also 

deconstruction. In addition to her consumption to all parts of the city as photographic material, 

this picture helps set Abbott apart from her contemporaries by not only displaying her own 
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169Yochelson, Berenice Abbott: Changing New York, 85. 
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developed style, but her choice of material which others failed to incorporate into their accounts 

of the city.  

 Interestingly enough, even though Abbott recognizes all different parts of the city, John 

Raeburn points out that Abbott tends to also stray away from scenes of economic disparity.170 In 

agreement, Yochelson states, “In photographing some of the city’s poorest neighborhoods, 

Abbott avoided political comment and voyeuristic exoticism.171” While some photographers of 

the time, such as Walker Evans or Jacob Riis documented the plight of the poor, Abbott’s 

documentary sensibility would shine through when even capturing the scantiest neighborhoods 

throughout her expeditions. Raeburn summarizes Abbott’s straightforward technique: 

Finally, her pictures rarely portray typical scenes revolving around sadness or depression, 
nor do they employ the iconography of disorder and dislocation characteristic of many of 
the decade’s best-known documentary photographs. They include no scenes of evictions 
or of backbreaking labor nor many of poverty or haggard faces. Indeed, they contain few 
faces at all, gaunt or otherwise.172 
 

Her work in Pike and Henry Streets supports the assertions of Raeburn and Yochelson. Pike and 

Henry Streets (Figure 26) emphasizes her keen eye to observe and reproduce an acute 

representation of the city during the 1930s). To build upon this research, this chapter highlights 

how Abbott steps out of the domestic space, into the city, to build human meanings from her 

photographs. Pike and Henry Streets in addition to Jay Street, No. 115 both depict how her 
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masterful eye can be used to accurately highlight each part of the city and paint a historical 

purview of New York regardless of her limitations as a woman photographer at this time (Figs. 

26 and 27).  

 Throughout her career, Abbott would have a variety of run-ins with artists who would 

help provide a leg up in her career, as well as people who would make a change, even if it was 

only briefly. For example, in 1937, Abbott would befriend Hippolyte Havel, who would act as 

her male assistant with the capturing of McSorley’s Ale House taken on November 1, 1937 

(Figure 28).173 According to Van Haaften, Abbott would be teased for her friendship with Havel, 

considering he was from an anarchist colony near New Brunswick, New Jersey but regardless of 

his drunken mishaps which would prevent him from attending some of Abbott’s events, Havel 

helped gain entrance to photograph the male-only McSorley’s Old Ale House in the East 

Village.174 Abbott captures her shot from the far back corner of the space. With the help of 

filmmaker Leo Seltzer, Abbott’s invasive shot is well-lit, exposing the amused and horrified 

faces of the male patrons (Figure 28). Seltzer not only helped Abbott gain entrance into the male-

only alehouse, but also assisted in lighting her shots.175 With this photograph, Abbott’s shot is 

only a fleeting moment of approximately half-a dozen male patrons lounging in a bar, their 

reactions to her represent the critiques that followed her work. Although Abbott works along her 

male colleague in order to enter the all male space, she criticized his work by stating, “she had 
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only got lousy pictures.”176 At some points, Abbott’s work was showcased through prominent 

exhibitions in New York, but she was often ridiculed for mundane photographic work.177 Lisette 

Model, an Austrian-born photographer who emigrated to the United States in October of 1938 

claimed, “When people see Berenice’s pictures of the city, they say ‘so what? We have seen this 

a thousand times.’ They have seen it a thousand times, but not this way. Yet they can’t see the 

difference…There is no distortion, no hysteria. She is the healthiest photographer I know.”178 

Model’s feedback not only highlights the implicit critiques that met Abbott’s work, but also her 

willingness to not change her style regardless of what remarks were made. Here, Abbott’s artistic 

directness creates photographs that do not necessarily convey her individualized expression, but 

rather produces tools for communication based in accurate social and historical circumstances.179 

In McSorley’s Ale House, the male patrons seated directly in front of Abbott pay no 

attention to her, the two men on the right carry on their conversation, as the male figure on the 

left continues to sip from his white mug. The only gentlemen who seem to be giving Abbott any 

attention are the four men leaning alongside the bar. They each make eye contact with the 

camera, sneering at Abbott’s intrusion. Overall, McSorley’s Ale House highlights both Abbott’s 
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alacrity to disregard the “no female rule” in this moment, as well as emphasizing her position as 

one of the only female photographers of the time, regardless of the criticism she received. Abbott 

even stated herself, “Our age is ruthless, hard, competitive, tense, greedy. It shows as much in 

the faces of buildings as in the faces of people. That character I have sought to recreate in my 

photographs.180” This photograph not only highlights, but also encapsulates? the fierceness 

Abbott was recognized for as a female photographer. Despite her gender, Abbott found a way to 

break into the male sphere (in this specific situation, the Ale House) and continue to document 

New York, regardless of who was sneering at her or ignoring her all together. Her stubbornness 

and independence as a woman cannot be dismissed as she disregards her own sex and makes her 

way through the male-only bar. All and all, this photograph highlights her artistic mode of 

expression as Abbott sets out to defy the standards and expectations for female artists.   

 Toward the end of Abbott’s artistic career, she moved away from photographing her 

beloved New York and used her artistic momentum to participate in a different project. Like 

O’Keeffe and Austen, Abbott faced blockades as a sidelined woman artist. Despite her 

professional successes, she still struggled to command her archive of images. Even when the 

FAP disbanded in 1938, Abbott still fought to control the more than 300 images amassed over 

the years during the period she was working on her Changing New York project.181 As the 

skyscraper drama or flirtation with tenement houses ceased, Abbott began experiments with 

scientific photography. According to Marien, Abbott invented a visual recording system called 
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“Supersight Photography.” 182 Ann Thomas explains that “Supersight Photography,” otherwise 

known as “Projection Photography” allowed a user to project and enlarge subjects on a 16- by 

20-inch piece of film or paper.183 Abbott’s Light Through a Prism shows her scientific interest 

and work which would later continue throughout the 1950s when she worked with a commission 

of scientists and teachers to improve the illustrations of science textbooks (Figure 29).184  

Through dedicated observation of the landscape around her, Abbott comprehensively used her 

photographic medium for a variety of expeditions, specifically: her travels to Europe, Changing 

New York, scientific research and ingenuity, in addition to her agency as a photographer to use 

the medium in a variety of occupations. Not only an artist, but an archivist in some sense, Abbott 

was more than willing to educate others. Her artistic directness created photographs that 

produced tools for communication based in accurate social and historical circumstances while 

being the editor of Science Illustrated, where she would carefully select views that explained 

scientific principles to lay readers.185 While her scientific photographs, such as Light Through a 

Prism, may not make use of her creative side in a conventional sense, this photograph highlights 

Abbott’s documentary side, even in the scientific realm, but it further represents her thirst for 

inventiveness and knowledge (Figure 29). Although concerned with capturing New York’s 
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changing atmosphere for most of her photographic career, Abbott stayed true to her documentary 

style and ambitious independence which would lead her to be acknowledged as a renown 

pioneering woman photographer, educator, and artist of the twentieth century.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION  

 

 The rapid changes occurring in New York throughout the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth century presented those of the art world with a chance to artistically capture a rare 

sight, a modern landscape. Using the latest form of photography was a daunting task, while some 

traditional artists still did not believe in the progression of women photographers, Austen and 

Abbott accepted the challenge to translate the lively energy of New York into their photographic 

oeuvres. Stieglitz allowed for the medium of photography to undergo construction as its 

establishment of an artistic mode was beginning to become more acknowledged. New York 

represented an exciting frontier that was beginning to be explored. The urban landscape 

represented a scene of not only change, but variation, as the city was transforming, these 

photographers not only capture symbols of modernity, such as the skyscraper, but how the influx 

of people contained a variety of different races and genders.  

 Though these photographers are very different in terms of personalities and artistic goals, 

the landscape of New York and their experiences as New Women shaped an opportunity to 

create a platform that advocated for women at this time. These photographs show the growing 

city of New York from all distinctive parts – boroughs of wealth, scenes of disparity, the luxury 

of Staten Island – each different, but presenting the city from a wide scope. The city as a whole 

represented social progress, which here is equivalent a value of the assortment of social classes, 

as well as a place that was beginning to come more of a place that not only respected, but 

welcomed a variety of people to build a new democratic society.  
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 Scholars have written extensively on women artists, but my goal is to demonstrate how  

these women artists operated as active females in the art world, despite the roadblocks which 

threatened to deprive them of being acknowledged on the same playing field as their male 

colleagues. Despite the challenges women faced at the turn of the century: O’Keeffe, Austen, 

and Abbott, worked hard to define success on their own terms. For Austen, this meant traveling 

independently in order to capture a variety of shots that could be defined as a photojournalistic 

success. Unlike most, Austen was satisfied with creating an account of her life and travels for 

herself and her friends. Abbott’s interpretation of success was a bit more concrete with a specific 

end goal in mind. The publication of her truthful account of the city with her book, Changing 

New York. Her aim was to create an interpretation of New York that was accessible to many, 

including travelers and longtime inhabitants. O’Keeffe’s ability to act as an active participant 

within Stieglitz’s series promoted her interconnectedness as a woman in a modern world.  

 New York’s atmosphere served as the ultimate place for photographers to develop their 

own style. With the artists at hand, this period reflects a time for each photographer to advance 

with experimentation with photography as a medium which overall lead to the communication of 

aspirations to the larger artistic world. The process of immigration lead to a scene of hustle and 

bustle, while the contemporary setting of skyscrapers leads to the development of a modern city 

in an urban setting that was filled with innovative creativity. Stieglitz, Austen, and Abbott 

delivered a set of photographs that highlight the complex topics of: romance, travel, a balance of 

preservation and progression, and the organic success of women within the art world. Even 

though these photographers demonstrate the modernization of New York at different times, they 

all proceeded to capture the complexity of feminism as the ultimate tool of success. 
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APPENDIX  
 

FIGURES 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1: Captain Oswald Muller. Alice Austen. 1888. 

 
 

 
Figure 2: Alice Austen. Dressed up as Men. 1891. 
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Figure 3: Alice Austen. Party on the Steps of the Wagonette. 1891.  
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Figure 4: Alice Austen. Carrying the bicycle. 1896. 
 

 
Figure 5: Alice Austen. 1895 Hester Street, Egg Stand Group. 1895. 
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Figure 6: Alice Austen. World’s Fair. 1898.  
 

 
Figure 7: Dr. Richard O. Cannon. Untitled. 1944.  
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Figure 8: Alfred Stieglitz. Winter-Fifth Avenue. 1893. 
 

 
Figure 9: Robert Henri. Street Scene with Snow (57th Street, NYC). 1902. 
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Figure 10: Alfred Stieglitz. The Steerage. 1907.  
 
 

 
Figure 11: Alfred Stieglitz. Georgia O'Keeffe and Alfred Stieglitz kissing at Lake George. 1929.  
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Figure 12: Alfred Stieglitz. Georgia O’Keeffe. 1918. 
 

 
Figure 13: Alfred Stieglitz. Georgia O’Keeffe. 1920. 
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Figure 14: Alfred Stieglitz. Georgia O’Keeffe: Hands and Breasts. 1919. 
 

 
Figure 15: Alfred Stieglitz. Georgia O’Keeffe: A Portrait: Hands and Watercolor. 1917.  
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Figure 16: Alfred Stieglitz. Georgia O’Keeffe. 1920/22. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 17: Alfred Stieglitz. Georgia O'Keeffe - After Return from New Mexico. 1929. 
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Figure 18: Alfred Stieglitz. Georgia O’Keeffe. 1918. 
 

 
Figure 19: Alfred Stieglitz. Georgia O’Keeffe. 1928.  
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Figure 20: Berenice Abbott. Self Portrait with Large Format Camera. 1925. 
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Figure 21: Berenice Abbott. South and DePeyster Streets. 1935.  
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Figure 22: Berenice Abbott. St. Luke’s Church and Old Houses. 1935. 
 

 
Figure 23: Berenice Abbott. Fifth Avenue, Nos. 4, 6, 8. 1936. 
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Figure 24: Berenice Abbott. Department of Docks Building, Pier A. 1936.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 25: Berenice Abbott. East Broadway, no. 113. 1937.  
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Figure 26: Berenice Abbott. Pike and Henry Streets. 1936. 
 

 
Figure 27: Berenice Abbott. Jay Street, No. 115. 1936.  
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Figure 28: Berenice Abbott. McSorley’s Ale House. 1937. 
 
 

 
Figure 29: Berenice Abbott. Light Through a Prism. 1960.  
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